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CHAPTER 1 16

overview
.

P

owns
C.

comparisons of7progra , institutions,. and state systems ,pf .
agher Aducation are en made. Sometiines these corn;

parisons strongly influence important_decIsions, sometimes they
amount to little more than rhetorical gestures. gut the trend is
toward the forTerand toward more compatrisoip. Theicefore,
comparative analysis 'it a proper concern pf administrators and

.
icyrIjakers throughput American higher education: But few

deLitiately underktand its appropriate role and weigh/t4htt decision-
making. Hence this book, which is concern ed with the preparatiori .

-,. .
and 'use of data needed to make objective, useful comparisons. ..

berterl principles as well 'as specific issuesare discussed,irlight of
.two major premises that arise from the authors' experience with
compare e analysis I higher education. The first is that tlYe use of
comparative ata by institutions, system administratiOns, and state .t ..
agenuts fret' ently is reasonable and proper, perhaps unavoidable.
Our seco premise is that serious problems can attend the -use of
comparative data and that evert in the best of ciiicumstances, no

. 4..qmpanson is perfect. These assertions may strike the reader as
,..

transparent truisms, safely made about almost any urdan,actiati.
. .

.1
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CHAPTER 1 -

We suggest that they - regarded somewhat like glass'doors. easily,

,..een through, but no without substance.
At the outset, tom mauve data must be distinguished from tom-

patato.e informatitin. Dat4.1.....may he quantities, numbers that
represent measurements. Or data .maye encoded observations, ,
signifying by a gvmbol the presence or absence of certain character-
ittics. (Enrollment data- are recorded as 'numbers; a student's
religious preference is recorded.by a 'code.) Information consists of
data that are usekl in one or more contexts, that Inform -someone
about lotriething, that reduce uncertainty in some way. To become
useful information; the data may hav to becombined in one or
more ways4,ar displayed in 'a,part form, though this is not
lways the case. To determide whether or not a planned level of

,

overall institutional full-time equivalent (FTE) enrollment has been
reached, only one number,

1
a simple total, is- needed. To know

something about the pattern of increases and decreaseS' in enroll- -
merit in the various student-major programs offered in colleges of
arts and suerices, the total enrollment figure must be broken clown
to department-ley di numbers. Then each of those numbers must be
compared to its counterpart number fot the previous year. To know
something about the trend in part-time student enrollment, total
FTE enrollment must be compared to head-count enrolltrient, those
numbers can be broken down (disaggresated; an analyst would say)
and the segments manipulated in various ways to produce many-
dirrierisioned information. -

The important ramifications of the distptiction between data and
information are cogently discqssed at more length 'in another
volume in she isICHEMS Executive Overview series ;Data and
Information for Executive Decistons in Hier Vacation', by Dennis
Jones (1982). ,.Herr; we ktus on data in their tole as the basics .
building blocks for most formaI-4hat objectively gronnded and
analytically Isciplined comparisons in higher education. We also
have a good deal to say 'about the procedures, processes, and
politioal elements that can lbstei- or impede the likelih'bod of
cinparatiie. data actually becoming useful information for
administrators.

2



OVERVIEW

-The Case for Comparative Data

COmparative data are being used e xtensic els at this time in higher
education for so' jral reasons. First, and most otis iously, more data
are available now than eser before. The graileal adoption of the
view that data can become information useful for most planning
and management actisines, and the now wholesale adop(ion of
computerized record-keeping systems, Ease created the abundance.
The increased reliance, on data for administrative purposes in
colleges and untvexsities has.been motivated by both internal and
excel-nal factors. Within institutions, recognition of the value of data
about institutional performance has grown steadily. In the -1950s
and .1960s, the increased awareness came largely because of rapid in-

creases in the size of institutions. In the 1970s, financial stringency
became a strong motivator. Institutional growth and then the multi-
plication of financial problems and Loiriplextties brought about,pn
increase in the number orMid-level administratorsinstitutional
researchers, planneii, assistant deans, assistants to t he' presidents,
finPncialpd specialists, and so on. In most cases, their pri ary
activities involve the production and we of data.

The external demand for dam has more-darr-kept- paceTto-t
point where today the typical college or untS,ersity administranon
feels oserlaurdened with reporting tasks. From government and
from pris ate-sector sources dike, the requests keepfeming: data are
acquired about affirmative action, student aid, anitgeneral statistics
on the federal side; state-level agencies want data relating to finan-
cial alltmlation and program distribution; the lobbying activities of
-higher-education -associations call for another set of 'numbers; and
the data nee4.is of those who tudy higher education are steadily
expanding. (At Present, there are more than 80 graduate Ilrograms
in the field of higher education, and any number of sociologists and
economists are busy analyzing the tIghavior of colleges and
universities.)

Nonetheless, demand has not outstripped supply. great plenty
of data remains as. harid, much 'of it adaptable, at st in principle,
to comparative analysis. Commonly made comparisons include
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4,
lac ult,, salaries at one institution .is-a-vis those at peer institutions,
state-lw*-state appropriations per student, and the relative quality of
graduate prograins.

Another reason for the steadily expanding. se of data in higher
education is the significant ad, ances made in the standardization of
data collected by and from institutions. Standird definitions of a

elements for 'example, full -time student) and widely acce ed
-accounting procedures are necessities if compar.isoRs`are t be

substantne and reliable. Nearly three decades ago, Russell and Doi
(11455), tw o pioneers in institutional analysis, spoke of a "crying need
for reliable normative' data on the expenditures of institutions of
higher education" (p. 21). That need has yet to be fully met, either
for financial data or for other kinds. But considerable progress has
been madenotably the agreement reach.-..d in the mid-1970s by the
National Association of College and University Business Officers

e (NACUB0), the American Institute 9f Certified Public Accoun-
tants (AICPA), and the National Center for Higher Education
Management Systems (tsICHEN(S) that skAndardized revenue and

,/e.xpertditure categories and financial accounting procedures general-
ly. So. today's greater amounts of data have been made more
uniform. whicii means tETTsoTorid comparative analysis is rhote,
attainable than ever before. .

Finally, the percen ed need for comparative data has grown apace
with the increase in viability of the data. To be sure, this need is

, percened differently from various vantage points in the highly
diverse higher-education community. However, some broad trends
are_enhancing to the utility o( comparative data. the most impor-
tnt are increased systemization and coordination of higher educa-
tion, more emphasis on performance measures and accountability,
greater interest 111 longrange and strategic planning, and,the
increasing awareness of a need for greater management control.

Thertofmous expansion of Ameritanhighet education in this
lcentury, especially since World War II, has been accompanied by a
steadily increasing need to rationalize the allocation of resources
and the division or responsibilities ,gong institutions. This has
been most markedly ttue in the public sector; of course, but many
private institution's have felt the influence of this trend. The most

4
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cisible postwar manifestation of the trend has been the proliferation
nationally of state - level coorjin4ting hoards and conso'idated
governing hoards. One or the other can he found in every state
except Delaware, Vermont, and Wyoming. While public institu-
tions are the main concern of coordination-efforts, the interests and
contnbutions of pen ate. institutions to a state's higher - education
resource often are given significant consikati9n when ptilicy is

made. The authority of coordinating agencies varies vodely from
state to sthte, the agencies seem to have in common a large appel
tile, for comparative data un the institutions w Ain their respective
pure sews. I roll Enarson 0979), former president of 9hio State
Unnersity, has noted that the desire on the part of state govern-
ment. to achieve equity in funding is a major reason for t he'exten-

e use of comparative data in the context of state coordination.
In public ;Ind private institutions alike, administrators always

have been viewed as stewards of the resources they manage. But a
putlic accounting, at regular intervals has not been a part of the
American tradition in higher education; in.fact, some prestigious
private institutions have long treated the president's annual report
to tlie trustees as confidential. But open accountability has become
the general' ruleover the past two ldecades, at least in the publil.
sector, and private institutions in financial distress have been more
than willing to document the extent of their trouble. The key rat of
higher education in the socioeconomic life of the nano means that

I it must be given substantial support. During the protracted period of
financial stress and strain affecting all levels of governments, he
relative perfurniapce of colleges and universities inevitably will
temain under close scrutiny. This scrutiny extends to -questions of
effectiveness that is, whether institutions are doing what is right
and doing it well-,as well as to questions of efficiency, which probe
into how economically institutions are able to function.

Demand for accountability arises both internally and externally.'
Fatuity hiVe an abiding interest ititheir compensation and working
conditions, in the quality incoming students, in the adequacy of
library resources;f4ilities, and equipment, anti so on. Stteents are
interested m the quality of instructional progtams, degree require?
means; the institution's placement record; and such. The regents or

5
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program, anci,the performance of the president. Externally. all
, handers hak lic right to ail accounting for what is done with the

,
e .

rem MR I.", tnek prok ide. Few, administrators areikostile to die Kin-
\ Irle 11 Akt1/4)(1CtabilitV. 1)ut iminv are wary cif providing it thrOugh
'att.: medium of comparative data, because they know chat the most,
kk ell-rwear4ing conhparison can be dangerously misleading:

nonetheless, the demand for oamparatik e data oftpn is compelle0,
k the absence of absolute standards against which to assess instrru-
tionalperformance. It is not inherently obi ious what the minimum
lek ci of student outcomes Or the student-faculty rata) ought to be, or
how broid the curriculum ought to be, or how much the institution,.
should pa.' faculty or charge students, or whetijer a particular .

department or institution Ss receiing tts "fair shire" of resources. A
consensus may Be operating with respect, to' extremes: a snoient-
fa.. ulty tow 100.1 surely would be uniyersally regarded as unac-
ceptable. But g ice ...there is no consensus about appropriate
standards or levels wit i the range of options open tomost institu-
tions mozv of the time. A few rule-of-thumb standards for certain
resources or .capacit lessquare feet df classroom space per student

..

creed hour, for eynpleare widely acceptiti. These usually. were
. promulgated by ap accrediting body or professional society. In most

instances, the origin ofspch rules or standards can be traced to cam- .
partitive data uscfally data on the behavior of institutions Thought
to be eziemplary. -

In the absence of absolute frames of reference, higher education
has no choice but to rely on relatite standards to some extent. The
situation is rn some respects analogousidthat in ttle cosinds,where
km' pisral and spacial localion can be determined i-icl expressed only

in rianunal terms. The idea of a relativity principle for higher
education may bound eigaint, but it does seem to1reflect a baste
feature of reality in the worfd oftaleges and universities. The
behavior of other instftutiorys, their structure, performance, and
methods of operation, both present and pAst, may constitute an
imperfect and some hat protean framework.for comparisons. But it
is nonetheless a framework within which useful understanding can .

Age gained about.ones own institution. This cent nly is not tjle only

.

s
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OVERVIEW

*kind of .institutional understanding that is needed or can be
obtained, nor necessarily the most important kind. But for certain
issues, comparative data can be the source of valuable insights not
othicriise obtainable.

. Three more points should be made about comparative d.va and
accountability: First, the demand for accountability in the absence
vf standard performaiice measures causes a perennial need for corn-

. prance data. Some of the evaluative Itastecluired to establish
acceptable perfOrmance measures will necessarily inVolvecompary
sons. Second, the need for eumparatIve data in this context is
enoug1k to v irtually guarantee that sooner or later, comparisons will
be made among departments, institutions, states, and even nations,

hcther ur but those being compared desire it or carry out the
analyses themselves. .

The third point is a matter Of authorial Judgment. We think that
on the whole, itisbetter for the institution (orOthei unit of analysis)
to take the initiative in the comparison process, or at least tobecoine
a willing partictpant. Taking Mto account the complexities and
pOtenual,pro.blems thaQurround the use of corriParatir data, It
seldom ; wise to lehrOle.else dictate the terms the framework,
assumptions, dimensionsor the comparison. Not to cooperate
with land possibly co-opt) the process is to risk being unflirly treated
and siibiected. to misleadinecomparisons. This eventuality usually
leads to a reactive mode and absorption with damage control.

So far, we hive portrayed comparative data as mainly a con.-
quence of developinents that'impinse upon administrgas whether
they life it or not. But it is really not so one-sided. Meer all, the very
financial data requested by a coordinating agency may provide an
institution justification for asking for additnal funds. Moreover,
comparative data can assist an administrator in holding others
accountable, establishing performance standards, end accomplish:,
ipg other management:contiol tasks. Comparative data can- by
especially helpful to administrators engaged in strategic planning.

By strategic planning, w ejneati essentially the planning and assew
ment that relate to institutional' mission: What role in the large
scheme of thing's can the institution (program, department) expect
to play' What niche can it occupy in the marketplace? What services

7
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CHAPTER 1

I
should be rendered, and forhon-k: What are she in'stitution's,
strengthl'r and weaknesses: Nearly all,departments and instttutions
engage in these kinds of considerations to t.aryttlg degrees. 1-46weter,
some institutions under public control are preempted from doing
extenshe strategit'planning because state legislators, coordinating-
hoard _an sts, or system-level administrators in effect do it for' .

them. Some resttgious institutions, on the other hand, are so well
established in the marketplace, and so set in their ways, perhaps,
that distussio s of new or .modiftedstrategy would be superfluous.
But fop institufions seekingan identity, of some change in their role
and scope to ensure survival, strategic planning has strong appeal.
(George Keller [1983) provides some excellent commentary ontstrategic planning 401 higher ecl cation.)

In any case,comparative d,s_ an support or be integrated into
strategit. planning in snietal ways. Gathering and analyzing data on
other providers and on the enterprise as a,whole are part of *the
entironrnerttal saummhspect of strategic planning. Stich scanning
yields data particUlarly relevant to goal setting. The comparative
analysis reveals a range of empirically possible performance, pro-
vjding a framewo4k for ervisioning an institution's future in con-
crete terms. Similarly, the targeting and positioning aspects of strategic
planning often can be factlatated by, appropriate comparative data.
Indeed, the very nature of comparative advanage, which every
strategic assessment should try to identify, requires that it' be
assessed through comparative arialysis. .

Traugher education, some of the more common compaiiseinnws are
. akin to th4 type of strategic assessment. Tuition setting, when it is

an institutional prerogative, usualry will involve more than an inter-
nal assessment of revenue requitements. Tuition rates as other inst,i-
tunons nearly alwAys are given at least some consideratiOn. And

'some evidence suggests that comparative datayon tuition ratestinfluence institutional tuition policy in the public sec r (Rusk and.
1.,esltt 1978). The same holdi forthe prices an insii tutio is willing to
pay for the services of faculty and staff: the institution's position on
salaries and wages relative to comparable private-sector pay levels

t. will make a difference in the caliber of persopfnel that the institution
. can hire and retain.

a
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OYERVAW

The in aluauve side of strategic planning can also make use of corn.
paratt% e dad. The usual question is this Are we doing well or
poorb, in this or that area of endeavor' Internal data generally pro-
% de only part of the answer. To,take a simple example, suppose that,
an institution has experienced growth in enrollment for some years.
On its face,this trend would seem to reflect well on the institution.' .
But much more will be revealed if the growth pattern is analyzed
v. Am the context of enrollment behavior at similar institutions. It
makes a Aifference, both for understanding the past and for foretell:
ing lie future, whether an institution has been riding a wave or has
somehow been able to move agaihst.a current. Again,.the basis for
insight is relative performance: .

There are good reasons, then, for using comparative data in
,- higher-edut.ation administration and management, even if it is not .

equired. The rational allocation of resources and responsibiliiies,
the establishment of a viable framework for accountability and
management control, and the implemeritation of several aspects of
strategic planning depend in part on comparative data.

Caveats
1

We hal.e said more than once that using comparative data has its
perils. Indeed, there are compelling reasons for not doing some
kinjs of comparisons, at least among institutions or among states.

disc.its.data-relared problems in detail later on: Here we will
make only4general comments about the perils of narrowness,
misrepresentation, sameness, mediocrity, misperception, and
costliness.

It is one thing to use Jomparative data as a source of supPernen-
Lary information, quite another to use it as the core of cotaiderati n_
In the latter case, comparative data can promote a narrowness Of
understanding and outlook. This might not be so if comparative
data were a% akble regarding all conceivably important aspects of
all colleges and universities. 411-..fa.cll they are not' available to
anyw here near the ideal extent. So in proportion as reliance on
comparative data increases, the field of vision may decrease. If 10

9
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CHAPTER

dimensions of wmparison are important, but data are available on
only 4, then the importance of the other 6 comparisons will
..omctime, he forgotten. Conscientious analysts and use U corn:
parame data always proceed w ith lively aw areness that the data are

rikNer as complete asIthey.might beand sometimes are only bits
and iliecemf what orke would like to have. -

On ockasion: narriim ness falls into outright misrepresentation.'
Higher education is particularly vulnerable to some types of cwt .
parisors because of itS long-stanliling difficulty in assessing the out-
comes of the educational ptocess. (Howard Bowen J19801 usefully
summarizes the predicament.) To the extent that the outcomes
remain unknown or unmeasured, assessments o(both efficiency and
afectiveness are challengeable. Proper') constructed, such assess-

t mints would,constitute.a type of cost-benefit analysis. Knowing just
the costs imohed is not enough. Nor is it enough to assess output
solely in terms of quantities producedthe number of degrees

.granted or student credit hours generated. Instructional cost per
student credit hour may bean interesting ra4tio to some, but its utility
in comparative analysis is often open to challenge. Harold Hodgkin-

, sono leading light inAresearch on higher education, once observed
that "no one has ever felt, smelled, or heard, or seen a credit hour. A
credit hour is simply a measure of time spent in a place of instruction'
in the presence of some instructional Medium" (1976, p. 41). Unless,
we know. the value of a credit hour (which varies, of course, with
perspektive), we cannot reasonably infer from the cost figure very
much about the efficiency or effectiveRess of the educational pro-
cess. Again, as with the 100:1 student-faculty ratio we hypothesizefi,
cost figures that are many multiples of those at peer institutions area
dear cause for alarm. But within-the normal range of cost experi-
ence, the value 6f such comparisons is questionable at best and the
chance of misrepresentation is high. Milrepresentation is pirticu-
larly.a threat when a number of parties and interests are free to inter
pret the data, including some having tittle familiarity with thk aims
and operations of the higher-education enterprise (McNeil 1972).

When institutions are gaging their beha.vior against that of other
institutipns,an unwelcome drift toward sameness may result. Diver-
sity in kigher ed.ucation traditionally has bet2In valued hiihly. If the

10
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useof comparaae data promotes mimicry, more harm than good
may result. But .v. hen such data are used .properly in a strategic-
planning contextso that. for example; institutions seek to exploit
their comparative advantages diversity is likely to be enhanced.

If there is a tendency to view average behaviesfas a desirable
standard, then more than homogeneity may be i \ the offing.nc.
Homogeneity would increase, presumably, if institutions °wiled
toward either the top or the bottom of the scale, rather than the
middle. By itovmgtoard the middle, or norm, they may simply.be
entrenching mediocrity. Certainly they are settling for suboptimum
performance. The issue is particularly relevant with regard to
resour,ce utiluanun. What tsthe virtue of having average student-
faculty ratios, staff -faculty ratios, and expenditures per student?
Coordinating-agenky staff, trustees, faculty, and administrators will
differ as to whtch end of the spectrum is desirable.. Politically,

, therefore, the middle ground may be the safest. It may also seem
41,

( appropriate on more substantive grounds, because of the limits of
our knowledge regarding cost-effectiveness in higher education.'
Because outcomes are not adequately understood, it usually is.dif-'
ficult, if not impossible o determine wbelier an institution with
relatively'low costs per

e
tudent is highly effwientor in fact under-

funded. In the absence of definitive 'standards, perhaps average
belittlior does have value as a comparative standard' Nonetheless,
"being (average" is not, in and of itself, a goal that will inspire
innovation and exceljence. .

..' Any sort of data may 1;e erroneous or othercise mgeading. But
komparative data are particularly vulnerable, for a long list of
reasons thal will be looked at more closely later. We cite here dnly
the most common; comparative data are often derived from multiple

40 sources; the rules for recording the data may be inconsistent across
sources; the dose familiarity that can be so helpful in spotting data.
errors is usually missing because one typically must depend on
secondar/ sources. The severity of the threat to the iptegrity of a
comparative analysis from pc;ssible errors.in the data varies in part

,with the use and purpose of the comparison. To take one example,
the threat. is likely to be greater irf a management-control contekt,
where the analysis 'may require highly accurate data to be useful,
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than in a strategic planning coZtext, where data need not be. so
accurate (Garry and Scoti Morton 1971)...

Finally, u e must consider the cost of comparative data*. takes,
,t6

significant resources to ge,nerate, store, and analyze data. Assuring
that theldeta are in a form appropriate for comptrison purpc:les
adds to the Lost. And solid Lompaiative studies usually take the mkt
and talents of experienced analysts. In hard times, such as the eatly
1980s have been, the costs of building the necessary data bases at id.
conducting comparatme analysis :should be accurately weigh41
agimst expected benefits.

Complexities

The complexity of higher education is mirrored in the preparation
and' use of comparative data about the enterprise.To begin With,
chokes Must be made about the unit of analysis, the particular issue
about which comparative data will be gathered: and the typefof
group that will be used for comparisons.

.
Unit of Analysis

Essenually, the choice is among four uniterrhe first unit involves
institutional corOotientsRrograms, departments,4_olleges withina
university, or other budget ar activity centers within the institution.
Cost analysis, at an institution usually inclucks this type of internal
unit-level comparison.. Less frequently, departments or other
activity units will be compared across institutions. Such matters as
resource"unlization, salaries, workloads, and quality are usually the
issues in question.

Next most common, we believe, are comparisons between or
. among entire instaytions (usually confined to single -9mpus institu-

tions). Facultysalary comparisons clearly top the list; they long
have been rpuunized, principally,through annual studies conducted
by the American Associatain of University Professors (AAUP) and
the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES). Comparisons
of tuition rates, costs per student, expenditure patterns (distribution

12
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of ei.penditures by funct , aceclemic programs or se.rvtces offered,
and outcomes (for instance, degrees awarded across programs) also

`.;re frequently made. Periodically, the more prestigious institutions
re compared on the basis of quality. .7\
Third, comparisons among states have become the rule rather

than the exception in recent years. Though 0-ten surrounded by
coatroversy, interstate comparisons of financial support for higher
eC.itition have beccfne integral factors ill the funding process in
many states. Salaries, iesource-utilization patterns, costs per
student, and tuition Yates, usually compared annually or bian-
nually, are of primary interest. A comparisqn with other states
normally is made w hen state-level officials consider major changes
in a funding forinula. (These formulas incorporate fiked, quannta-
ay e relationships, usually between number of students and allowable
faculty. positions, or number of students and, a su ggested funding
level. They are used as a basis for deciding the appropriate level pf
funding for Public institutions in roughly ,half of the states.) Occa-
sionally; a state ,coordinating board of a legislative staff may
.ompare the structure of its entire system of higher education with
those of other states. Or it may compare a particular sector, such as
he community-college system, with similar ,sectors' in other

.." stateswith respect to unit costs accessibikty, and solorth.
Fourth, comparisons of highdrieducatiori s stems Pin different

countries are made occasionally- They are u ally conducted by
academics specializing in corripa.rative education. The National
Commission on Excellence in Higher Education was chartered by
the Congress in 19 to,make international comparisons. Political
issues'ha*%e arisen Ming some Commission findings,..such as the
fact that the Soviet nin and Japan are ptoducing far more engi-
neers than is the United States. Historically, such comparisons have
been potentwitness the comparisons between U.S. and German
4niversiiies in the 19kticentury, which immensely influenced the
development d chatacter of graduate instruction in this country.
International c parisons are likely0 have continuing imp;ortance
in our increas ngly competitive yet increasingly intetdependent
world.

.19
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Is'sues

Comparatic e analysis can be applied to any number of manage-
ment concerns,_ including tuition rates, salaries, curriculum
structure, clieutele, workloads; productivity,, outcomes, quality,
unit expenditures, distribution of expenditures by function, uyit
revenues, distribution of 'revenues by source, rank and teffure
structure, administrative structure, and governance structure. A
complete list would besindefinuely long. Financial comparison&
appe4r to be most frequently_madeand more often than not, they
create conrrovergy. All of the issues we have listed are often the
direct focus &a comparison. Instead, they may be.examined for th\e
sake of properly interpreting the meaning of some other data in thk

,analysis. ffechnically speaking, they would then b7' functioning as
intc;riening, or contextual, variables.) Issues such as comparative
expenditures per student across institutions normally ought ,to be
looked at in light of comparative data on related characteristics.
And the proportidn of students' enrolled in 'high -cost programs,
the proportion of graduate students, and is data would be
important factors in interpreting per-student expenditures.

Comparison Groups

In addition tochoosi a topic and unit of analysis, those engaged
in a {comparative analysis tht also choose among sever-al possible
types of comparison groups. Sometimes the ratiotielt for a com-
parison is that the units are all within a common jurisdictionfor
example, the departments within an i,nstitution,-the institutions
within a state, or perhaps the institutions within an athletic con- 4

ference. Another common reason for a comparison is competitiok..
The level of analysis is most often institinioriall;since colleges and ,

universities have abiding interest in their competitive status vis-alis*---c,.1,
students, faculty, and financial resources., in the case of jurisdic-
tional groups, the units being compared may have little in common.
The units in competitor groups are likely to be similar ut they need

not be; a wall Private institution may compete for me students

14
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. ..
with a nearby state university. Another typu\of comparison 4roup,.
w hich we w ill call an aspiration group, has suite similaj analytical ,
units. By definition, huwev'er, they differ from the comparing unit in
at least .one major regard that w hich has occasioned the com-
parVon. The disparity might exist in such Ithings as faculty salaries
or ttltion. Usually, the compartrig unit is interested in w.hdether the
gap should tie closed. A fourth type is a peer group. Peer. units Are,
thought to be essentially similar y' lth respect t contextual factors
important to a particular analOis, if not.m a generally. Their
overall similarity allows comparative data, say resource utiljza-
nun, to yield a certain amount of easing that they otherwise
wbuld not have. reer,group 'analysis is amined in some detail later,
because it is potenu'ally a rich source of significant information of
many kinds but is hardest of all to do right,

So far we have bpn concerned primarily with Nhat is possible by
way of comparisons. The akimmistiator must alsc consider the hint
and d uhat for of comparisons: For our pUrposes, hck refers mainly to
the way in which the comparison group is eveloped. The procedure
selected will depend in part on the t pe bf comparison group 1

vt

requin1d. For exampk, a statistical procedure is superfluous if inclu-
, stun in a comparison group is dictated solely on the basis of legal

boundaries. On the other hand, one may have to rely on statistical
procedures to determine the composition of a group of peers. -'

What for refers to the toe and purpose of the Intended comparison.
They are likely to influence data require.ments..For example, com-
pantice data are occasionally used to generate ntAmber values for
formulas. (Minimum salary levels for various, positions and ranks
may be determpsd by taking a percentage of the mean [average].
salary le% els at irmparable institution( nationally, or regionally, or
within a state.) Far such purposes, the data need tube much more
precise than if the comparison is intended to provide background,
information only. Similarly, a higher level of data accuracy is likely
to be needed,when the purpose is'assessment of performance as
opposed to strategic planning. In short, both desirable data proper-
ties and data requirements generally are a functionof intended use
and purpose. In turn, these requirementway also affect the choice
of a method for developing the comparison group.r 15
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rri addition, the apprOpriateness of a particular met h&rof
.k.orriparison, including the'deyelogrnerifof the comparisonatip,
dependstan anther set ufkontex tu al mat tersc h aracteristics of the ,.

'intendedaudierme political t onsider ft ons, and other practical
*gt

onsideranons. The intended audieni.oincludei eyettone vsto is td ....
receive the comparative report- and perhaps act upor#AThe," ,
credibility of the analysis may be put at some risk if the'inalysiiis ',

not fully understood by this entire audience. Understanding .
, extend to the general concept of the statisticakrncthqXemployed

and the nature of the data (in the broad senses of a,CsoSintine
routines, iypictl assumptions, ond sucR). Possible secondary

. C audiences liquid not be. 15verlOolced. A report requested by le
pre&ident May also end up beingrevipwed by the board of tWee.s,or..

.
. , featured in thf alumninewslettir:r1"Fie4 possibilities may .suggest .

.
something about the appropriate design for a (..ompar4tiyeeavalysis--
the range Lit issuesfcovered under aoggneral topic suck as compara- .
live srudent outcomes' perhaps, or the list o pie to be given an
opporiunity to shape the study in sornrwa .

i,

i 6 ....
When preparing data for analysis of virtually any kind, it usually.,

a a

pays to consider the.enkelopingpofiti I context. Totally innocubus :

...ortiparatiyelliti(if such exist) arci.nii worth gathering arid disser& =- .
L''' snating. Useful data have the potential to make a differencespmeone

<a . .

may benefit,. aka her may .be
threetned bylteir asag.'Ideal#, le

interestsvf everyone wi ;h a 'stake in thecomparisoq" should some-
.

147-4?

. ..... how be represenred in the process,,This is nearly alioysonattaln-

/
Able, of course, but the poline.al ramificationfte?1 to be thought
through carefully. Beint the more pOlitical, animaCIPie adminis-
trptor should assist aAd monitor the analyst in.these matted. ' olk, iti

.
..FirRlly, basis practical questions. remain4low miaell Will-the
apalysis colt, what data are ayaihhle/alid what soit4tanalyticali ,

4-

.. t .

I.. apabitity (people', sofware", hUrdi are) are at hand?Thse questions
.; .

.
a* alfilost always relevapt when relifieiting studies oftlita on one's
ov)n institutional experience:, (lmtitutional researchers call them

, empirical studies.) They can be.eveGially important for c.omparatixe
reports4 becau4e those preparing the reports may have 'to go beyond ,

Qeir customary dita base and analyticaltprocedures to get the job
done.'

4
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, To :rum up, compacisons are ,comple4 analytical undertakings,
w ith nor nerous mai-rel.-4d facets. The administrat or-analyst team
has tele Lhoict; bus to deal with selection of a unit of analysis, focal
issues

it,
Xtrpo.cof comparison group, a method of de% eloping the com-

parison, and some practical considerations, such as cost. The other,
Simensionsthe intended use and purpose of the data, the nature of
the audiences for -the, analytical results, and various political
mattersmay not always be fully'and musually recognized and con-

.
soil:Fed. We argite that they ought to be, however. Indeed, these
latter aspects may be the more imrottant ones in determining
m, ktther the comparativekdata t t generated go on to become
informationthat is, data usefu to, management. Figurg 1 shows

IfIre
.

the many dimensions of the comparison process.
Vv hate nOted that the 'task of transforming data intOinforma-

gows the central therpe,of an earlier book in this series, by Dennis
Jones (1982T.11.1e message there is straightforward. Transforming
data into information is`not automatic. It takes effort, insight, and
experience. It typically.can best be carned.out !Sy/ a competent infor- ,
matron professional, described by Jones as having a threefold ability. A

",(1) to understand the management probkm, (2) to appre;:iate the
perspective from which the er addresses the problem., and (3) to
identify and appropriately ana ze the data that will best inform the
user confronting the problem" (p. 48). These abilities are in addition.-
to the data-related skills that we usually associate with an analyst.

The data-versus-ioictrmation issue becomes more critical, if
anything, whep the data ere comparative. Thus the present writers
have a twofold objective. One is to help the administrator ask the
right questions, formulate-the problem as precisely as possible, a.."
think through the comparatiieprocesras a whole. This will cut.

s
down on wasted $trni'and effort, decrease the chances of serious
error, and increase 'he chances of obtaining thaesiredinforma-
non. ()Eir second objective is twssist the administrator in grooming
.
Gompetent information profajonals. Jones Observes that t uch
people are made, not born. Higher education will be the better as
they increase in'number and grow in ability. Administrators will .

have much to say about the e ent to which that happens.
.
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FIGURE 1
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The next chapter cbilsiders various uses of comparati(e data. It
deals with categories of use such as management cont rot :ersus plan-
ning, differences between users (for example, public versus prnate
institutions), typical uses, and pitfalls to avoid. Chapter 2 concludes
with an extended discussion of financial comparisons, w Inch have if
come to he the principal use of comparative data. iii.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the development of peer paica ups. We have

seen that various types of comparison groups n be used in
generating comparatne data. The peer-group option gets special
attention in this bbok because it is chosen sqfrequently and because
it often pushes data to, or beyorid, the lima? sMcceptable use. The
discussion of peer-group development ale provides a context for
elaborating on procedural issues, especially political .ones, that are
imbedded in any comparative analysis.

.
Chapter 4 includes a 4.11Kussioll of the kinds7o4i comparative data

available and what is known about the ctilality of that data. In
chapter 5, the outlook for data-collection.efforts at the federal and
state leels is surveyed, and likely future data demands en institu-
tions are assessed. We conclude with some ideas abutwhat adminis-
trators might do to influence the future use of comparative data.

es"
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CHAPTER 4

S

.Uses-ofs
Comparative.Data

ata are rendered neither good nor bact valid nor invalid,y.
I, s flubus, or dangerous by being put to comparative

uses. I% t.b uence, allowable generalisations abiNsatriiparative
d4ta usually am not really meaningful. In this chapter, therefore, we
&Vas much as possible in specificl. The specific uses of comparative

,data that we discuss will be seen, we think, as typical of the more
common kinds, or categories, of use. i .

SO*

Categories pf Use

Being held accountable on the basis of comparisons, invidious or.
otherwise, is a fa..t of life for most admitistrators in higher education.
,today. Fortunately, comparative data offer opportunities to turn the
demand fdaccountability into a two-way street paved witli,poten.
tial advantages.

.. External pressure for accountabipty comes from two sources:
governing agencies and, fundejs. In American higher education, .

governing boards of one kind or another are ubiquitous. They set

26
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the-basic policies that govern the institution and select and evaluate
the chief executive officer. Some of their basic concerns- can be J.

addressed with comparatme data. Governing boards are concerned
to knoW, for example, whether the teaching and administrative staff
are being adequately colupensate,d. The question often is addressed
by reference to rates at comparable institutions (adjusted. as
necessary for cost-of-living differences). Are the institution's
student; developing as desifed? Again, the achievements of com-
parable students at other institutions are relevant. Similarly, such
questions as Whether the institution is receiving is fair share of
resources from funders, whether it, is charging the appropriate
amounts for services, whether it is spending too much On athletics,
whether it is too liberakabout thtuse of alcohol on the campus or
too conservative about providing birth-control services at the
student health centerall sucTi issues can be more hill} illuminated
by data on practices 4 other institutions. of

The authority of governing boards to require accountability in- .

heres in their responsibility to guard the well-being of the institution
and ensure that it puriues its mission with all due effort. Funders
would seem to have at least equal powrer to demind accountability,
in the public sector, indeed, the power to with holii funding in the
absence of sauseactory accountabiliM is theoretically the'power to
destroy. In practice, funders of all sorts and persuasions generally
behave with marked circumspection, even when the accountability
they seek eluAs them. Funders vary greatly, however, in the amount
and kinds of accountability they went. State governments often
demand a great deal oaccountability information. But usually their
requests are catifinedtoinancial accountingwere the funds spent
as planned ? rather than performance accountingwere the objec-
tives met? Federal accountability demands tend to center on institu-
tional performance with respect to the maze of issues subsumed by
such umbrella terms as affirmative action, civil fights, and national
security. Priv.ite funding, Alluding individual philanthropy as well
as foundatidn giving, often comes with no strings attached. All of i
this notwithstanding, questions about the cost",of college and
*university operations and the benefits derived frbm the use of

-Or
$
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resources re in the ar mote and more, Because optimum perfor-
mance lev Is are so difficult to pin down, data on perfotmance at
comparable institutions may well provide the only practical
fra ework for assessment.

derstandably, the administrator may view as burdensome the
peren ial gathering of comparative data wanted. by a governing
board and fenders. Yet this very data may be, in the same contexts,
a 'weapon of advocacy. Comparative data can underscore the 'need
fot a new program, or additional staff, or higher salaries, or a greater
shire of available resources. How better tobuttress an argument for a
fair share of resources than to compare services rendered? Compari-
sons need not be confined ro higher education. Rising salary rates
for comparable positions in the surrounding city or region can be
useful advocacy data. Relatively easy position matches caili be made
for clerical and maintenance staff and foisorne technical specialists,
such as computer programmers. And for some faculty, particulatly
those in the professional schools, real-world counterparts can be
found, for salaiy comparisons that have advocative powey. In the
early 1980s, engineering schools have drawn considerable attention
to their diffic.ulry in keeping faculty by comparing what they can pay
to engineering salaries in high-technology industvy.

In general, the same sorts of questigns asked by external groups
are televant tothe administrator's internal responsibilities. Regard-
ing outcomes, for example, one might ask. Do our students do as
well on licensure examinations as students from other institutions in
out state? Do other liberal-arts cdleges award a similar proportion of.
degrees, in career-oriented programs? Regarding expeditious use of
resources, the questions might be: Can our attrition rate for fresh-
men be considered normal? Is out proportion of tenured faculty in

it
tke physical sciences extraordinary? Are our costs per square foot
fo?1/4 physical-plant maintenance in line lith costs at comparable
institutions? Any administrator could idd any number of such
questions, to the listlaout prompting. In each case, the data
needed for the assessinent will necessarily be comparative in nature.

Comparative data remain useful when the administrator's
perspective shifts (ever so slightly) frOm accountability to control.

23
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,
Management control is exercised to ensure that policies are carried
out and goals are met. At the state level, control .usually takes the
form of (oordination, with its attendant reporting reqUirements.
The state will have targets, although oftek only implicitly estab-
lished, for student access, choice, and opportunity, and also for out-
comes. Trained manpower has long been the primary outcomes
concern at Mate leliel, but interest lb educational quality is
increasing. To monitor brogress toward these ends, coordinating
boards gather a considerable amount of data from the institutions
within their purview. (In some states, this includes private as well as

. public institutions.) The data bear on questions like these: Is access
to higher 'education in geographic balance across the state? How
significant is the differentiation among types of institutions, when
parental income and other socioeconomic Characteristics of
students are compared? What is the 'difference in the net price paid
by students in she pub is sector as compared to the private sector, or

in research universal ascomparedi community colleges? How
much duplication of e ort exists among the state's colleges and
upo,ersities!Are the differences in program quality at various insti-
tutions sufficient to justify cost differences?

State-level control may entail the collection of comparitive data
from other states as well. Faculty compensation rates, for instance,

. , may. be adjusted periodically on the basis of such comparisens.
Some states-express in comparative terms their policies regarding
compensation and other control factors"We should rank near the
top" or 'We should stay within 10 percent of the average in our
regibru." The state of Florida has formulated various aspects of its
long-range plans for higher educatioe, in terms of interstate rank-..

ings. In Kentucky, tuition at public institutions is indexed to charges

at comparable institutions in other states (Viehland, Kaufman, and
Krauth 1982)..

Comparative data finds many uses in nnagement cbntrol at the
institutional level, and even at the departmentallevel. The example-

of tuition price comes immediately to mind because, particularly at
private institutions, it has fat-eaching implications for enrollment,
student characteristic s, rnstitutiblval image, quality of inviuction

24
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and services, and many aspects of .resource allocationall in addi- ,

ti9n to financial health. Private in*tutions, especially, keep in-
formed about tuition levels and trends at Pmparable institutions,
and in fact may have a policy to keep their tuition somew here within
the range charged by competing institutioris. Comparative cost data
have also been shown to be valved hikhly kir management-control
purposes (Collier 1980).

At the department level, informal comparisons certainly exert
strong influence on an assortment of decisions about academic
policies and Management-contiO1 issues. What othtr departments,
are doing regarding course requirements for student majors, inter-
disciplinary and double majors, grade and performance require-
ments fir honors progiamsall such decisions are taken in full light
of comparative practices within the institution. Atethe graduate
level, comparisons are more likely to involve departments at other '
institutions. This has implications for top-level administration, of
course: The chairman of physics may argue to the dean'of arts and,
sciences that comparative data show a strong connectien between
faculty quality and a department's ability to attract feclziA research
funds, which in turn facilitate faculty-building. The dean knows
full well that the institution's reputation and image depend to an
important extent on the reputation of its departments, and that
departmental reputations are compai:ative matters.

We have eschewed generalizations, but it does sewn that com-MEM,/
parative data are most, and most often, useful in decision areas
where policy and control Considerations overlap. Since policy and
onilol responsibilities overlap in the persons of illearlsOall adminis-

trators, and since nearly all would concede the virtual impossibility
of exercising these responsibilities in isolation from one another,
comparative data are not likely to influence, solely a policy decision
or solely a control act-ion;Plainly, policymakers and managers at
whatever levelstate, institution, or departmentneed to know
what's going on around them. How are others playing the game?
How are other institutions interpreting "financial exigency" in con-
nection with faculty-tenure policies? How closely are other state
linking salary increases to ch'anges in the cost of living? How many ,

25
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states have imposed enrollment caps on some or all, of their install\
tions? And what impact have enrollment caps had on statewide
enrollment totals and student migration? How do comparable insti-
tutions handle student health care, in terms of range of services and
quality,' What do other institutions do about sabbaticals' This small
sample of possible comparisons tempts us toward another generali-
zationthat in higher education, much comparative data will be of
interest at all levels of administrative responsibility, fro'rri the
academic department to the statewide coordinating agency, What
one physics department seeks on the basis of comparative data,
physics departments in other 'institutions within the state may
demand. the cumulative effect can be as palpable at the state level as
it is at the dean's level in eabh of the institutions involved. And few
state -level decisions about higher education are so abstract that they
escape notice A the department level.

Ultimately, we"realize, policy must be established on the basis of
mission and available resources. Nevertheless, knowledge of what
others are doing helps to establish the range of alternatives.
Sometimes, if the data are available, one ca..2 foresee with good accu-
'racy what would be the results of various possible alternative
policies. in other way'sas well, i:ornparative data can suggest" what
might result.from a policy change. For instance, suppose that an

t institution is contemplating an upward shift in its admissions
requirements. Common sense insists upon some effort to predict the
effect of the new policy on enrollment. Surely it will be valuable to
know the status of requirements at the other institutions .in the
recruitment area and their enrollments. If practical, it would be%
good to know the effect over time of a similar change in admissiOns
requirements at similar institutions:

Planning, perhaps even more than policymaking per se, dek)ends

Aon a flow of comparative data. This is especially true when klanning
is strategic in naturethat a, when planning focuses on what the
entity (state system, institution, department) should be in the

'future, v. hat services it will provide, what niche in the world it will
try to occupy. To be sure, certain firstorder questions have tobe
answered without reference to data on the behavior of others. In

1
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particular, an organization needs to know what ii could do within
is hato.er immutable constraints are imposed on it, what its
members are is illing to do, and, in the most fundamental sense,
what it ought to do. But the w rld in which a collegeor university
must operate is competitive an i errelated. However worthwhile
intrinsically, preferred activities cannot be sustained for long if t here
is no/demand for them.

An axiom of the present time in higher education holds that an
institution's' key to survival. (and eventual prosperity) is identifying

data help both to identify the advantages an to describe them
its uniqueness. What are its competitive. advant ges? Comparative

concretely, so that they will be understood in an operational
framework. Instituponal goals and priorities can have inspirational
value, even if they are impractical. But if they are to be used as
actual operational guideposts, ihen`they must be expressible in clear
and- concrete terms. Comparative data can help supply that
concreteness. .

Proiections; estimates, and fore-caits of one kind or another are
basic to planning. All can draw support from comparative. data. The
likely success of a new program, or the continued success of an exist-
ing prIgram, may depend on the availability of comparable pro.
grams (It institutions within a particular region. The likely ability of
an institutiop to maintain viable enrollment can be estimated on
the basis of its drawing ppwer vis -a -vis that of its competitors. (See-

4 Rowse and Wing 1982 for a good discussion of the relative drawing
power of institutions.) Knowing results of efforts at comparable
ifistitutions to raise funds for capital investment can usefully inform
the establishment of realistic goals for an institution's own capital.
'funds campaign. .. ,

Pricing decisions, as we have noted; are often grounded in com
parative data. They are a primary means for deter mininjwhat con-
stitiites reasonable charges, for one thing. The freedom of public
institutions to determine tuition prices is a variable, and seldom
comparable to that of private institutions; Nonetheless, institutions
in the public sector have a stake in influencing tuition policies and
levels, v. bleb comparative data can help them do. Public institutions
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. .
also ha,. e a oice in state-level decisions about funding formulas and
appropriations to higher education; in both instances, a price for
institutional services is being determinedt The bottom line of a

, request budget is a pri4e that the alga tio hopes to collect for the
assortment of services it proposes to p vide. State goverftments
periodically consider, in all of its p ical ramifications, a iset of
pricing decisions for higher educationwhat tuition to charge
'resident students as dpposed to nonresident students, and whether
' or not to differentiate tuition by level of instruction or type of
program. The states are likely to seek normative (averaged) data to
support their decisionmakirw, while private institutions prefer data
on competitors. The data atV comparative in eirter case, of course.

_k-
%Differences Among Users.

There can be substaTtive differences, then, in the way that dif-
ferent types of institutions use comparative data even when
addressing the same sort of issue. The public-private distinction, in
particular, ripples across all the categories of Use discussed above.
Public institutions are held accountable by both the state and
students, but more regularly and more thoroughly by the state. At
public)nstitutions, therefore, comparative data generally will focus
on levels of activity, efficiency of operation, and outcomes relative to
stated purposes. At most private institutions, students have greater
accountability leverage, because their tuition payments ac;:4nt for
a greater proportion of operiting revenues. Thus comparitiVe data

interest to private institutions will focus more on net priceAost of
recruitment, attrition, and outcomes relative to student aspiritions
(job placement, graduate- and professional-school placement, and
so forth). Also, privateynstitutions are quite sensitive to the views of
alumni and private ftthders, and may have occasions to use com-
parative data that speak to their particular concerns - !which
sometimes are at odds with the concerns of current students.

Differences in institutional independence also affect data require-
mentsk Thelocus oficontrol, policymaking, and planning tends to be
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internal at private institutions. It is shifted somewhat toward the
.

internal-external margin at pliblic institutionswith considerable
variation from state to state. Consequently, Comparative data prob-
ably are most often used by public institutions for justification and
advocacy. At private institutions, on the °thee hand, comparative
data are more often used in analyses of competitor practices. But
w hen private institutions seek state assistance, the'too use coin-
paraiv e data as an advocacy tool, in the fashion of their public-
sector counterparts. For example, the share of statewide enrollment
carried by the private sector and its contributions to manpower
development are likely to be emphasized in putting forward a case
for assistance.

One difference between public and private institutions that seems
less important than one might expect has to do with confidentiality.
While data in the public sector are perforce public property, the
same cannot be said for data in the private sector. But the confiden-
tiality of data in the private sector appears to impede cffl-nparative
analysis only rarely. Voluntary participation by private institutions
in ihe Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGA), a
major source of comparative data, is quite high. On occasion,
though, especially in a few highly competitive urban areas, data ex-

Ichange among private institutions is deliberately limited. And some
data collected in the public sector may in practice be hard to obtain.
Trying to compare the full costs of athletic programs at major
universities, for instance, surely would be tremendously difficult
and not just because of technical problems of analysis.

Still other differences among institutions cause variations in the
use of comparative data. Major research universities, whether
public or private, are so large and so complex that overall institu-
tional omparisons are meaningful with respect to only a few factors,
at best. More often than'not in this sector of higher education, the
comparisons of interest are those at the unit levelcomparisons of
undergraduate colleges, or law schools, or English departments.
Data are available VIII allow comparisons of departments at well-
known.instautions'on the basis of quality and effectiveness. (See
Lawrence al, Green 1980 for an evaluation of all but the most
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recent of these comparisons.) Smaller, More narrowly focused insti-
tutions find more utility in overall institutional comparis.ons. Topics
such as sponsored-research expenditures per faculty member inter-
est only a limited set of small; institutions. Normative data on
remuneration for teaching assistance is relevant to a wider, but still
limited, set of institutions. 'I

The environment can make armuch difference as 4riStitlitl0ha1
(..harateristi in thetay comparative data are used. A community
college ina remote region where there is no other institution of
higher education ordinarily will have data needs much different
from those at an urban community college competing for a portion
Lilts students y ith a variety of alterniiive providers. We said earlier
that some situations are so competitive that datagexchange can be
inhibited, in such free-market environments, trade secrets are pro-
teited and data exchange is viewecias a threat.. We may see more of
this in the future, as moreinstitutions begin to encroach on what
was prey iously someone elses territory. Public institutions y ill work
harder at recruiting and at seciirink private" gifts. Liberal-arts
colleges will seek out the so-called nontraditional student and offer
much more in the way of occupatiorial or profeWonal programs.
Paradoxically, even as competitiop increases and the value of com,
paratne data is enhanced, the data itself ma become more difficult
to obtain. -.

One more environmental aspect bears mentioning. Many public
campuses are part of a system of institutions. In this circumstance,
system offices make systerplevel compirisons for funder-required
reporting and for management control. On occasion, system offices
will speak for all the component campuses in advocating additional
resources or new programs. This arrangement contrasts sharply
with the independent institutions that speak directly for themselves
to funders. Of course, institutions operating in a system can use
comparative data to protect the status quo or to advocate their own
enhancement when negotiating with the system office. However,
one would expect the range of data.allowed as "evidence" to be
somewhat circumscribed by system-related constraints.
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Typical-Uses ,

Up to this point, we have surwyed a, wide range Of possible Gies for
tomparatit e data. DLit what sort of data are actually being used Att.,:
tomparatsvepurposes, and by whott? Unfortunately, there has not
yet bin a tompreheRsive national study pf this subject. However,
there hate been studais focusing on the use of data "col ected in the
Higher Education General Information Surveys G1S). The .
HEGIS sun eys are discussed in greater detail in chapter 4; they are
part of ongoing efforts by the National Center for Education
Statistics to gather a varietA-of data on the entire population of
American colleges and universities, whichincludes some 3,300-iristi:
tutions. HEGIS constitutes the broadest source of compared:* data
now available. How it is used should he a good, although not com-
prehensive, indicator of how comparative data are being employed

gkenerally.
The most thorough study of HEGIS data was completed in 198q

(Andrew, Fortune, and McCluskey). Both.Atitutions and state
agencies were surveyed regarding the types of HEGI$ data used, and
why. For our purposes, a short summary of tie results will suffice:

.

1. The most widely used data deal with erirllment, degrees
awarded, finances, and faculty salaries, in that ordereach
type being, used by more than 50 percent of the respondents.

2. The following types of data were used for malci4 omparisons
acc2ss institutions (numbers in parenthesis show Irrcent of
resrondents that did so on one or more occasions): faculty
salaries (49), enrollment by discipline (48), degrees awarded by
discipline (45), en rollment by sex (44), degoes ?Warded by'Ievel
(43), enrollment by race (40), financial status (40), degrees
awarded by, race (39), library quality (38), ptoixtrtion of faculty;

(36), degrees

ries (31).

equently
used included affirmative action, prpgrams, costs persillenr,
mix of st udents, and institutional status (finances, library, and
so forth). - a

tenured (38), residence and migration of ftuden
awarded by sex (35), and classified-employee sal

3..The issues regarding which HEGIS daia were most
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A primary use of HEGIS data is to support policymaking at the
natiunal level. Chief concerns include enrollment projections, the
status of higher education by sector (private and public), manpower
planning, the financial condition of higher education, facilities plan
rung, and library planning. While the sphere of institutional admin-
istrators does not embrace national policy making, their institutions
do support that policymaking by providing datathe same data, as
it turns out, that make possible many comparisons at the state and
institutional levels.

Partly in response to needs expressed by participants in the study
of uses of HEGIS data, NCHEMS established in 1980 a service that,
makes comparative data readily available to the Higher-education
community. The accumulation of requests for this service, while by
no means constituting a systematic sampling, does provide a fair em-
pirical basis for drawing a few additional inferences about typical
uses (and users) of comparative data. Since most of the data pro-
s ided by NCHEMS derive-from HEGIS, the service record may be
t iewed p a kind of addendum to the large study we have reviewed;

At this writing, the NCHEMS Information Service has generated
about 1,500 reports on compararive data for about 150 individual
clients. Three conclusions can be drawn. First, interest in financial
data predominates. About three-quarters of the reports gentrated
hate been in standard formatsthat is, preprogrammed and thus
easily identified in terms of overriding theme or topic. Fully 60 per-
cent of the standard reports requested have dealt with finances.
Another 15 percent have concerned faculty salaries. The most
frequently requested financial reports have dealt with revenues (by
source) per student, expenditures (by function) per student, percent

V revenues by source, and percent of expenditures by function.
T elve percent of the standard reports have drawn on enrollment

ata and 10 percent on degrees-awarded data. Most of the reports .
, at e displayed comparative data for single institutions, rather than
aggregate data by institutional type (which also is available).

Oranted the preponderance of interest in financial data, it is
apparent that the primary uses of comparisons have been either
budget analysis and financial planning(taking both terms in a broad

-I
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sense) or what one might call financial advocacy, in which compara-
tive data Sre used to argue for 'a change in funding, or allocation
levels.

komparison of information-service requests during the
early 1980s with the uses of EIEGIS data kn the late 1970s (as
reported by Andrew et al. 119801) indicates that the use of corn-
paratike delta to analyze resource-utilization'patterns is increasing,
A lesser but still substantial interest in structural issuesproportion
of effort by instructional level, outcomes, and suchis evidenced in
the number of requests for enrollment and degrees-earned data. In
the custom reports prepared by NCHEMS, enrollment data are
requested about as often as financial data.

Many other issues are no doubt being addressed with comparative
data. A particularly creative use of such data was accomplished by
staff at a state agent.y. They combined an index of institutional selec-
tivity with listings of the out-of-state institutions to which their
students had migrated. Together, these data sets ga%e a good indica-
tioriof how many talented students had chosen to leave the state
and the types of institutions that attracted them.

So far, about three-quarters of the organizations recfuestingrorn-
parathe data from NaltNIS have been colleges and universities;
the rest hake been state agencies, reseatch organtzations, or private
consultants. The institutions have been about evenly split b tween
the public and private sectors, and between those -with larg and
those with small enrollments. Most users have \been either admi ts
frators (presidents, deans, financial officers, planning officers),
adminitroive assistants, directors of admissions or personnel, or
technical staff (institutional researchers, controllers).

Financial Comparisons

Firranual wmparisons at the institutional level seem as controver-
sial as they are popular. In principle, they are no differerlt from com-
paris9ns 4long various other dimensions of institutional behavior or .

structure. In practice, though, they often are questioned, and with.
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good reason. FinanCial comparisons deserve consideration here at
some length.

The main point of many financial comparisons is relative
economy of Can some institutions do a similar job for less
money than kit hers? Do same institutions get more for their money!
other conimon fuiancial questions relate to/he fair -share principle
in budgeting. Are the faculty receiving their fair share of institu-
tional resources? Is the instructional function getting its share? Is too
much 'money being spent on central administration! How about the
library: Another set of questions concerns sources of revenue,
balance sheets and financial Patios, and prices charged (tuitifiniand
fees primarily, room and board to a much lesser extent). And still
more issues can be addressed under the general heading of financial
comparison. There are sufficient commonalities among them so that
the follow ing commentary can be taken to relate fairly closely to all.
Important exceptions will be noted.

Three conditions must be rat to ensure that a financial co mpari-
son is not potentially misleading: First, the products and $ervilles
gene cited by the institutions in the analysis must be fully known to
those making the comparison. Second; all institutions in the
analysis must use similar data-recording and accounting practices,
or any discrepancies must be known so that the appropriate adjust-
menrs can be made. Third, any relevant environmental differences
affecting,the institutions compared must be known and taken into
account. .

If these conditions are met, interpreting comparative fininclal
data is straightforward. the data can be taken pretty much at face
value. In most instances, unfortunately, either the conditions are
not met or considerable uncertainty exists about the actual state of
affairs at the institutions in the comparison group.

Consider the problem of products and seryices. The mix provided
at even a relatively small institution can be sizable and complex. An
exhaustive knowledge of the institutions in the analysis is not re-
quired. But even a level of knowledge sufficieht for the purposes of
the firranci. al comparison may be difficultoto obtain with affordable
effort. An abundance of evidence indicates that marked differences
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in program mix, student mix (level, status, abilitO, breadth of turrit-
ulum, the range of student sers and'physital-plant operations
are the Yule rather than the exception, even among institutions of
the same bask type. These diffeitsk.csaffett per-student expendi-
tures and the proportion of expenditures going to t arious functions
and atm Ines. The resulting financial variations among institutions
that show up in the comparison may have nothing to do with
reritii.e economy or ether performance factors. So the data cannot
be taken at fate vaXt,nnd interpretations must be tapered. \

The condition That data-recording and accounting practice's be
consistent can be wolated in several ways. To begin with, inherent
difficulties arise in the simplest counts, such as the number of
students, the nuither of faculty, and the number of programs.,The
number of students is basic to many financial comparisons, as a,
means of puttin -et.penditures orrevenues on a unit basis. stitu- /
tens vary c iderably, however, in the way they count *it
especially oxith respect to full-time equivalency (so do th sates; see
Rhodes and Temple 1976). ln addition, the fall-semester count,
which in a general way functions as a benchmark in higher educa-
tion, will not necessarily be equally representative across institu-
tions of the true annual activity le'Vel that annual financia tistics
are ordinarily su itpcfsed to reflect. t-c4:-

Determiru nrihr number of fatuity is not always stikaightforwar.d--^
either. To someone unfamjliar with higher education, it might seem

.,
strange that awniversity would resort to rather arbitrary rules in
determining how many faculty it has at a particular time. The
mystery disappears when one 6Onsiders the Myriad ways in which
students receive intro Lion or related services formal classes, labs,
research projects, dissertations, and so forth. The fatuity are aktlie .
titan ofran almost impenetrably complicated process. It consists Of
all manner of so-called joint inputs, involving students in various
roles, interlockeil teaching and research efforts, services jointly
generated and Ansumed on and off campus, a soon. Unraveling

'? that process for accounting purposes ea more than difficult.
a1/4 Potential problems with these most basic counts, are part of the

reason it is so hard to obtain a good match across institutions for

41.
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financial comparisons. This is usually more true at 'comprehensive
ersines than at smaller institution's. lri fact, a lengthy study

coordinated by NCHEMS led to the conclusion that some cornpar
ability problems involving major research universities may simely
be unresolvable (tipping 1979).

Prospects for standardizing accounting practices were consider-
ably enhaniedin 1975 when the National Association. of College
and University Business Officets (NACUBO), the American insti-
tute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA)2 and the Nacional
Center for Higher Education Management Systems (NCHEMS).
Lame to agreement on a sayety of accounting issues. Studies under-
taken subsequently to assess the quality of HEGIS financial clap
re% caled, howe%er, that widespiead discrepancies in data-reporting

.
Rroi:edutes were continuing (Minter and Conger 1979a,b,c).,Con-
formini to national dccounting practices is voluntary, and it may
conflict with a system that an institution has successfully employed
kner a long period'or, in some instances, with a systern.mandSted by
the state.Conformityleecnk to be ImprOving slowly.

For puilicly controlled institutions, the accouriting problem can
be further complicated By variations in the way in which state per-

. sonnet systems are organized. Foiexample, soma states have a cen-
trally administered, separately funded pension fund 4for all state,
employees. A particular instaution's share of these expenditures can
Be calculated. Bulk at the, minimum, it requires an additional slip
that may or may not be included in the preparation of the institu-
tion's customary financial reports.

Differences in institutional environment can influence the mean-
ingpffinancial data. The most directotfect,comeS from differences in
tbe Lost of living and regional sage and salary levels. These factors
ought to bg considered when comparing unit costs,,unit revenues,
and Lompensation..But this sometimes is difficult to do. For instance,.
Lost-of -lit ,ing data can be imprecise with reaflect to an institution not
located in one of the 0 major metropolitan areas infilided in the
Bureau of Labor analysis. Other environmental effects are not so
obvious. At urban institutions, he category "Operation ancl Main-
tenance of Plant" may cover a ra ge of services significantly different

4
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from those.reporked under the same rubriCby rural instituuons
Important differences in scheduling and clkssroom-utilizitionzates,
especially in the evenings, may not be revealed in readily available
comparative data, though they ought to be taken in account.

. Some analysts extend environmental considerations much
further. State or regional characteristics. .in particular, are
sometimes used in the early stages of developing comparison groups

rree Dunham and Carter 1975; Teeter, Rawio, and Hoyt 1984
S ate wealth, the degree of urbanization and industrialization,-

systems. Their va when comparing individual institutions is not
pulation, andso orth, clearly are relevant...to comparisons of state

so obvious. If the institutional data at hand are inadequate, srate
'characteristics may serve as proxies for what is missing. But with
adequate dita on what the institution (isles frein year to year, addi-
tional environmental data may be beside the point. Take the case of
two public institutions that are well matched, except that one is in a
. .
poor state and the.other is in a relatively wealthy stare. T l tikhances
are great that the rich-state institution will have h her unit
revenues (and-expentlittres) than-the other. If the main concern in
the comparison is relative costs, the greater economy displayed by
rhe poor-srate institution should not be discounted simply because it
had fewer fin 'al resources at its disposal. In other Words, explain-
ing a difference in sts is not rhe same as explainitt it away. (This
line of thought may e pursued in Bowen 1980, especially in lois
sections on the "revenue theory of cost. ") .

To summarize, the validity of a.financial comparison arpong insti-
tuPans can be threatened on thrhidden differences, in the

andand services of the insti,tuilbn,s, disparjties in illeir data-
recording and accounting practice's, and diffe1ences in the environ-
ment within which the institutions operate:These threats suggest
that it mithrge wisegst to forego financial comparisons. Perhaps.
Yet as+ we observed at the esurset, there are good, even compelling
reasons for most institutions to make such comparisons. So the best
course usually is to undertake financial contliarisons in a way that
maximizes rheir utility and minimizes khe threats to their integrity
and yitidity. The following check list may Be helpful.

.
i.
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1. Take the process seriously. Put knowledgeable people to work
on it. Do some prior thinking and planning: carefully deter-
mine the subject and use of the projected comparison, and
decide how much impreciiion can be tolerated in the data.
Take political considerations into account when determining
who should be involved in the comparison.

2. AcknovAedge potential Problems and threats to the validity of
the comparison. Even a relatively minor probletn can cause
coniiderable, harm if it is not takeinto account at the outset.
And proper problem recognition is the best assurance that
those comparisons that ought to be abandoned will be, and
that the rest will go forward on an acceptable basis.

3. Under virtually all circum ces, comparative financial data
should be interpreted Conservati ty. Which is to say, that such
data should be thought of as general indicators rather than
strict measures. .

4. Use a rnultivariate apptoach. The mote that financial data are
considered in isolation from other facts, the greater the

j 4110 nces that those data will be seriously xriisinterpreted.
Gather a sufficient amount of additional contextual data about
the institutions in the analysis; so that their performance on a

-given financial dimension can be meaningfully interpreted.
The financial data in question should be subjected to rigorous
yetification procedures in certain situations. The moteimpor-
tant the data are to the comparison, the greater the need for
justification. Beyond that, what do the data thettlelves
suggest? Unexpected variations from one institution to the
next and odd-looking values or distributions suggest a need to
find out mote about tht data.

'State Comparisons

'1 ..._

A o\seng the most consistently controversial financial comparisons
are th done at the state level, analysis. Few institutions ate
directly engaged in sucYcomparisons. But public-sectot institutions
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in particular can be affected by comparatt e analyses un derItaken by
courdinating,boards, legislate e staffs, regents' staffs, or independent
analysts. Thus a few comments on statewide financial comparisons
are in order here, in line with the general principles we have =un-`
crated. First, comparisons among states are potentially as hard to do
correctly as comparisons among institutions. There is no less coin.
plexttV in handling the three potential trouble spotsproducts and
services, data-reporting and accounting practices, and environ-
mental differences.

Actually, the differences in products and services, or role and
scope, among state systems of higher education can create more
complications than usually are encountered in institutional com-
parisons. State-level analysis must.be concerned not only about the
large components in the respective state systems but also about the
composition of these components. For example, a state system may
embrace several institutions, someyvith single campuses aid some
with se. eral. Moreover, significarkdiffefences in institutional role
and scope may be present in each of the statesystems included in the
comparison. Polity differences across the states, such as the varying
extent toeyji lieh they fund higher eduil-ation thr9ugh student aid
rather than institutional assistance, can also complicate compin-
sons between state systems. So interstate comparisons can entail all 4 9
of the problems found at thelevel of institutional comparisons., btil, -

with the complicifipns multiplied several tirngs\over.
When cotraginF ihs;itutioks, the basic accountings issue is ko

determine instances in which adeninistrators at a particular institu.
lion have electecho depart ,from standard accounting practices.
When comparing states., the.basic concern is to catch differences4n
theitvay states proVide funds foithigher education. Some, states
include tuition revenue in total state appropriations, some do not,
some do, and some do not, allow institunons'to keep recovated

. indirect costs. Many such differences must be looked for.
Contextual variables are especially important w hen state compai-

isons are. made. Rankinestates by per-capita appropriatiofis for
higher education is'a case iripoint. These figures should be inter-
preted in*light of suCh7.4riablei as each state's relative tax effort and
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tax capacity, cost of living, and independent higher-educasion
resource. These come readily to mind. But less'obvious differences
among states, such as the age structure of the pwulabon and other
demographic characteristics, also might appropriately affect inter-
pretation of the significance of a, state's rank with regard to per -
capita appropriations for higher education (Lingenfelter 1982).

Comparative studies that focus on overall state appropriations to
higher education are a likely source of misinformation, especially if a
lot of precision is needed or expected. States can support higher
education in numerous ways, and it is difficult to find data that
capture all of the support in a consistent manner. Even if adequate
data can be found, substantial interpretation problems will remain.
Appropriations expressed on aper-student basis must be examined
within a context of understood limits and tempered expectations.
Are these actually peer states in a meaningful sense, or competitor
states, or just 'a set of status? Ivihe purpose of the comparison to
assess relative costs? If so, some control must 1?e established over dif-
ferences in the services purchased by the appropriations..D..Kent
Halstead is trying to control for some of the differentes:it h his con-
cept of a "system cost index," (see Magarrell 1982). If appropriations
are expressed on a per-capita basis, differences in state envitfonmerfs
also become important to legitimate interpretation of the meaning
of state rankings. (McCoy and Halstead I1982Jgo to great lengths to
incorporaie relevant features of the environment in their study of
state finapces.)

Comparative studies among states that focus on concerns more
specific than overall funding levels usually are less subject to com-
parability problems. Lingenfelter (1982) lists some of these specific
topics. "faculty salaries, degrees awarded, the availability of student
assistance, participation rates, federal funding obtained, and profes-
sional graduates imported or exported" (p. 1852). He concludes chit
such issues hate more utility than comparisons of.,gross funding

However, preliminary results of a recent survey by Hample
(1983) indicate that a rrtajority of respondents consider Halstead's

.comparisons of gross funding levels to be usefill. Unquestionably,
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those comparisons as well as the data on state appropriatidns com-
piled by M. M. Chambers (and surninarized in the Chronicle of
Higher Education) receive a lot of attention.

At the state level, then, financial comparisons are similarso those
at thy institutional level and even more fraught with difficulties.
Despite the difficulties, such comparisons will continue to be done,

.).

providing a needed frime of reference to lessen th4 impact of
injurious provincialism. With higher education tieing one of their
largest investments, the states are not likely to ignore what might be
learned from the experiences of others.

L
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CHAPTER 3

Developing,
Peer Groups

.hen considering comparisons among ..(Listit lops, the
tendency is to think immedi4tely, and Qnly, orcomparisons

among peers. Although various other kinds are possible, peer
comparisons command most interestand also put comparative
data and comparative analyses to their severest tests. This chapter
provides, therefore, an extended discussion of how to go about
de% eloping institutional peer groups. By way of preface, we consider
the essential nature of comparisons.

In a general lexical sense, a comparison is an examination of two
or more entities to determine similarities and differences. Diction -
dries do not dwell on questions of inherent comparability among the
entities or compatibility of the data', In higher edUcation, however,
conflicting opinions about the validity or propriety of particular
comparisons arise because the comparability and compatibility
issues are addressed from various viewpoints.

In considering whether a comparison makes sense, the crucial first
concern should be the enveloping expectations or assumptions,
sometimes specified but often implicit. Is it being assumed, for
example, That the entities (departments, Institutions, state systems)

43
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under comparison are essentially similar, and that what is being
looked for are some minor differences? Or is it, thought that the
entities are dissimilar in ii4ortant ways ibut still worth comparing
along some dimension or other? Misunderstandings in this regard
can lead to confusion in the development of peer groups and unne-
cessary skepticism about the result; of the comParison. Fo; illustra-
tion, consider a ease in which' faculty workloads are compare:
within a set-of institutions that are peers with respect to several basic
characteristicsenrollment, say.'as well as research orientation and
per-student expenditures.'Against that, contrast a. comparison of
faculty workloads at institutions whose only common bond is that
they fall within the same political boundary. Eithercomparison may
be valid. But several kinds of trouble can be expected if the two
comparisohs proceed from the same set of assumptions.

The point can also be illustilted by a reference to the frequently
heard notion that it is improper to compare apples and oranges.
Obviously, apples and oranges can legitimately be compared in any .

...number of ways. look into any book on nutrition. The admonition
is really a comment about invalid assumptions: do not compare
therron the assumption that they have no important differences
that an orange and an apple are the same as two oranges or two
apples. Similarly, a workload comparison between community-

..

college faculty and university faculty rs questionable if one assumes
that their workloads should be similar, merely because they both are
in higher education. Without such an assumption to cloud the
comparison, something useful may be learned from the differences
in workload that are bound to show up.

Assumptions
.

In the development of institutional peer groups, then, consider
first the assumptions that an analyst might reasonably make. Akey
analytic assumption acknowledges a pragmatic truth: no set of peer

- institutions is a se of pristinely identical institutions. To put it
another way, an institution has peers in degree rather than in kind.
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. Institutions are never altogether the same, and never focally dif-
ferent. Consequently, those who want to develop a peer group must
delineate just how similar the institutions must be to be similar
enough. The degree of similarity required will be a function of the
purpose, use and focal issue or issues of the comparisonin short,
till objectives of the analysis.

The objectives of the comparatike analysis also provide much of
the context within w hich the analyst-can decide in what s'eaYs the
peer institutions must be.iimilar. The number of dimensions, or .-
institutional characteristics, that might be included when assessing
o% erall institutional similarity is quite large. Because the relevance of
a particular dimension depends on the objectives at hand, the
analyst has a basis for paring down the large list, thereby creating a
data set that can be both meaningful and manageable.

Those who make comparisons cannot avoid deciding, either
o% ertly or tac'itly, the appropriate degree and manner, of similarity
that peer institutions should "exhibit. At the most fundamental
le% el, therefore, human judgment plais a part in the de342pment of
any institutional peer group. This khescapable situation is another
key element of prior awareness, for the analyst as well as everyone
else in% ol% ed in developing the comparison process. Recognizing the
rule of human judgment encourages the developers to begin by
thinking, rather than by teaching for a ceeipe book. More funda-
mentally, it ericciurag, the 'developers to consider who should be
in% olved in making the judgments. If the developers could depend
on being able to dikover the whole tiuth and lay it at the doorstep

,of the user, then participation in:the analyses would be a less impor-
. taut issue. But that is not the reality with peel -group comparisons,

and those who ignore thelimitations of such analyses should not be
surprised if their results are ignored. Finally, recognition of the role
of human judgment will help prevent the peer group from being
oversold, from being represented as more than a construct.

If the objective of the comparative analysis influences the way the
peer group is structured, It follows that a change in objective may
dictate a change in peer-group composition. Over time, an institu-
tion may put together several peer groups, each isppi?opriate to a

A
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particular analytic objective. Thesis not necessarily a heavy eoinpli-
' cation, in and of itself. The real problem lies in the way the. fruits or

peer-group analysts are typically used. Hqw wise would it be to w
jefore a funding body, such as a legislative &inmittee, with a pocket

full of peer groups, one for each_issue (sign as faculty salaries or
appropriations per student)? On its face, that sort of maneuver
would appear self-serving to anyone riat well informed about the
analytical process.

Practifally speaking, then, there is good reason to incorporate
multiple' obiectit es, to the extent possible, when developing an insti-
tutional peer group. A truly all-purpose group may be beyond reach.
But a general-purpose group, useful on most occa0ons, may be
feasible for most institutions. - 7.

Variables

Jr
We have mentioned he task of determining which institutional.

characteristics, or di sions, are relevant to the kind of corn-
parison one wishes t. ake. ,

If a general-pur peer groufr is wanted, probably it is best to
V-1focus heavily on dimensions tliai describe institutional mission and

environment. Our experience suggests that most comparisons ulti-
mately are directed to the assessment of resource - utilization patterns
(stadent-faculty ratios, facultystaff 4os, expenditure 'pea student,.
proportion of expenditure byzfunctiiity, and so forthl. If this is the 1

case, those patterns proba1511 ought not to figure in the selection oil
the peer institutions. Otherwise, a seliyAating circularity will be
built into the analysis. in any case, the similarity of mission (ends)
and env ironmenea mon peerzroupdiaticutioris is what fna kesAhe

4

comparison, of. their res rce,utiliiatiet (means) interesting. .0.

When the dimensio s (Or cornimri4,Ilave been decided, on, e ch '
mustktpd.atiorrally efined. That issrdata muss be identified to
cons

f 1
the measure measures ofych dimension. Their identi-

. fication can be complex. e dimenston 6("size: for example, could
be represented b$opf ore. binationoft aria' blest, intAilding total

1, 0 .a t 4
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head -count enrollmentsJTE enrollments, numbers of degree pro-
grams, doctoral degrees granted, total expenditures, and the like. It
may'not be obi. sous which measure, or combination of measures, is
best. A dimension such as "quality of the academic program" can
present another sort of problem. Of the measures .that come to
mind, at least a few, such as ieputation and faculty productivity,
may generate controversy and perhaps weaken the credibility of the
comparison process. (See Moden and Schradei 1982, and Smart,
Elton,. and Martin 1980, for exec:pies of qualitative indices that
have been used in SI peer-grouping context.) The problem of specify-
ing measures (N ambles) for each dimension is compounded by the

...need to have access to all of the relevant data for all potential
peer-group institutions. The data must also have been collected
accktrding to standard definitions and procedufso that they are
compatible. (Practwlegrspea king, standardization is nearly always a
matter of degree.)

Relevance, acceptability, and availabilitwre not the only major
considerations in delineating the compgaiive-data set. A some-
times equally important consideration is the 'analytic procedure to
be used on the data. Various options will be discussed later. Here it is
enough to note that a list of a dozenor more variables almost surely
will entail the use of multivariate statistical techniques, with their
attendant .c osts, requirements for analytical capability, and process
ramifications. What happens, for instance, to the confidence of a
deLisionmaker who has a large stale in the comparative analysis but
to whom the technique looks like a black box?

Vanablesithat operationalize comparative dimensions are based
on data that may generally be viewed as falling into one of three
4_ategur 'es, depending on the kind of measurement scale employed. nominal, ordinal, or interval. Nominal-level datiohave no magnitude
and are discontinuous: they distinguish entities simply as being
similar or different with respect to specified characteristics.
Examples of nominal variables include institutional control
(public/private), religious affiliation (yes/no, or Catholic, Protes-
tant, Jewish) and medical school on campus (yei/no).
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Ordinal-level data convey information about the relative order-
ing of a set of ol*cts on a continuum but nothing about their true
rriagnitudes. For example, we might ask students to indicate

'whether their parents' income is less than $10,000 (category 1),

khbetween
$10,000 and $20,000 (category 2), or greater than $20,000 -

{category 3). With this information we would know that every.
student in category 3 was from a family whose income was greater

1

than the family income of any student in either category 1 or
category 2. For purposes of analysis, any two students in the same\ ,
category are effetively treated as being from familieridi similar
income leirels.

Most institutional characteristics pertinent to,peer comparisons.
exhibit interval-scale properties. That is, then-numeric values repre-

----tem the true magnitude of the properties under consideration. The
"interval" label refers to the fact that measurement units denote
equal quantities along the continuum of interest. For example, the
difference between 2,000 students and 3,000 students is the same as
the difference between 4pop students and 5,000 students. Interval-

ie% el data are subject to aTarithmetic processesaddition, subtrac-
on,: dmsion, and multiplicationwi bout distortion of the data.
uch 'information as revenues aexpen ures, numbers of

Is udents, and number of degree pr Ograms ard exam es of such data.

.Given the characteristics of ordinal 4rid inte a 1 data, the
analyst can afways create an ordinallevervariable out f interval -
le. el data. This is done by imposing cut-off or threshold levels on the
latter, so as to create a set of ordered categories. Income data which
is inherently interval - level, is often treated in this manneras we
ourselves did in illustrating ordinal-level data.

We 4,re interested in this tripartite distinctionnominol, ordinal,
and intervalbecause of the ways in which these different kinds of
variables can iunction in various analytical processes. As an

. example, if having landgrant status, a nominal variable, is con-
siderediessential for inclusion in an institutional comparison group,

. some 97 percent of the nation's colleges and universities are imme-
diately eliminated from further consideration. On the other hand, if
FTE enrollment, an interval variable, is deemed an essential com-
pariseticlimension,aleast one.additional step will have to be taken.
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Somehow, differences in enrollment will have to becategortz.Fd with
respect to an inclusion rule. This may be done directly by estab-
lishing threshold levels. It might be decided, for instance, that any
institution with not less than 6,000 of: more than 91000 students
could be consideredfor the peer group. Alternativ,ely, the interval
%ankle Might be used-within a itultiwariate statistical routine, so
that institutions with similar enroll mentslments 'would be lumped
toflether, so to speak, without recourse to precise thresholds.

' In gist, we may say that- the proper selection of comparative
dimensions in the peer-grouping .proi.ess requires a prior knowledge
of the objectives of the comparison, data availability, analytical
Lapabilities, and process require nts. Absent this prior knowledge .
a ndonceptual preparation, a h hazard and even disfuncuonal list
of ariables is liable to be drawn up, and another. iteration may be

.required. A second itesatifn is not necessarily bad, especially if it is
intentional. Unplanned, it is detrimental to the credibility of the

hole undertaking. The old rule applies: take time to dolt rightor
e to do it over. 4

Analytical Procedures

The choice of analytical procedure, like the selection of variables,
should ke into account us aspects of the comparison as a
whole. p e, use, audience, vailable resources, and number of
variables to be included in the alysis. The analincal procedures
discussed in this section include sectoring, and cluster, factor, and
discriminant analysis. All have been used alone or in Okbination,
pl'del,e1op institutional peer groups in'higher education.' believe
that most empirically .basapeer-grouping efforts incorporate some
version of one or more of these four procedures. The latter three are
statistical routines that appeal more to the researcher than to th,e
administrator. To a researcher, the main task in peer -group analysis
is to dnide the universe of institutions into groups of similar institu
tions. (See Terenzini, Hartmark, Lorang, and Shirley 1,980; Elsass
and Lingenfelter 1980.) The,administrator, however,(asks: "How
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can I find a group of institutions that are similar to min er The ques-

thins are certainly related, and in fact, the researcher's approach will
pro ide a possible solution to the administrative problem: one of the
groups isolated by the researcher will k.ontain the administraror's
institution. The questions are different, nonetheless, and the
analytical procedures they beget are utually different, too. We
discuss the more research - oriented statistical procedures fin the
plainest language at our command) because at some point, the
administrator may have to deal with the results of studies employing
them. Moteoker, some administrators may find that one or another
of these procedures offers a viable alternative for addressing their
particular corIcerns. To our brief conceptual overview, we have
added appropriate references for those who want a more definiiive
a nclt technical understanding.

Sectoring

W speak of institutions as belonging to either the public or
private sector. Of course, they can be assigned to numerous other
kinds of sectors, or categories, w hose members are characterized, for
instance, by the presence or absence of a medical school or an engi'.
veering school on the main campus, or 1:.,y havink(or not having) a
religious affiliation or status.as a landgrant institution, or by being a
single-sex institution or a traditionally black ijstitution. In such
cases, the sectoring procedure can only be used with nominal

' variables. Rarely, therefore, will sectoring alone produce a peer
group. nig chance of that happening depends, of course, on the
objectives of the 4omparisonbut also on whether the comparing-
institution happens to be usefully characterized by the nominal

`variables at hand. 4. 4.

40P The power and applicability of sestgring in peer.group analysis
can be increased substantially by using it in conjunction with a
threshold approach to one or more interval variables. The notionof
a threshold means that an institution is in or out of a peer,group,

7'Y-depending on when it lies tan an interval scale. For instance,' a
comparing institution may decide that only institutions wit1
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.
,endowment earnings of more than-5'00,060 annually can be con-
sideted peers. In this manner, one can add to the nominal vatiables
mentioned alaoLe virtually any desired institutional characteristic
that can be specified in terms of interval variables. The peer group
itself can be described by the values attributed to each of the
variables that delineate group membership. it might be defined as
Lonsisting of all institution that meet the followilikcriteria: public,

. $20 million or more in research expendit es, and 30 or more
landgrant, integrated medical school, 20,000 or re FTE students,

doctotates awarded annually. Other criteria would yield a quite
different peer group; private, Methodist affiliation, southeastern
-United States, highly selective admissions policy, fewer than 1,400
FTE students, four -year degrees accounting for.90 percent or more
of all degrees awarded, with less than 20percent in professional.
fields.

,.e.,

With the threshold modification, sectoring is a fist, efficie\riistvay

to develop a peer grouparound a given institution. The logic of its
operation is 'readily understood by those who are not statisticians
and is theiefore relatively easy to employ in most decisiotwaking
proceses. 'In ideal circumstances, perhaps, all interested parties
would come together to decide which variables to use and in tbs.
case of mterL al L anables, what the threshold levels should Ile. Bring-
ing all the right people together may sometimes'be a formidable
undertaking. But when it is accomplished, the. tasks assigned to
these people are straightforward, and whet is,subsequently done to
the variables they select is quite clear. .

. .

... From the perspective of institutional processes, the sector:
threshold approach does have a couple of potential weaknesses.

, One inheres in the veiy fact that it is so readily made a part of the
decisionmaking processwhich means rhat it also can be readily
politicized. The effect of each variable in the analysinell be definite
and guile apparent, thus opening the selection process to game-
playing of one kind or another. Two, the inherent arbitrariness of
the approach may become a point of attack for anyone unhappy
ab e resulting peer group., threshold levels, in particular, are

L r -' 5 Ia'
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vulnerable. After all, if institutions with 1,509 or feiver students are
acceptable as peers for a iAool with 1,400 students, how can one
argue,persuasieh.t hat an irptitu non with 1,510 students is thereby
not a peer! (In either case, the analyst may reasonably be,expected to
defer to the human-relations skills of the administrator iirdetermin-
ing who shall calduct the defense.)

We have observed that the administrator and the researcher
usually hate some% hat different interests when developing
groups. A related issue should be tnentioned,in cownction with

't hesectoring- threshold tei.hnique. It so happens that this technigus
is the basis for most of the classification systems that have been
developed for reporting on Anvesican higher education. The
Carnegie CIas-sification $y.stecn is best known. But the ccapifications

-
developed by the National Cenier for Education Statistics (NcES),
NCHEMS, and the American Association of University. Professors
(AAUP) also are.w idely used. Each classtkation is based on a hand-
ful of variables, suchasZ'ontrol, level of d4rees awarded, breadth of
curriculum (t hg Presence of a medical school, in particular), amount
of research, and number of students. And each system distinguishes
among only a few typs of institutions, so that national trends can
be monitored in manageable fashion. -

From the standpoint of an individu#OnstautiOn, groupings
suitable for national reporting may or may nottonstitute suita e -
peer groups. "We have seen that the degree of Iktitutional similant

s . required is alway,s a function of the objectives of a particular conk
parame analysis. Generally, a comparing institution Will desirf
more institutional sityilarity than is exhibited iny typical national
reporting category such Qs "comprehensive uni4rsities." It ought
never to be assumed that a nay,onal reporting category will add-
quately delineate a set of peer institutions, especially when an insti
tution intends to compare its datpith that bf other individual
institutions, Comparing one's data with group norms for an appro-
priate category of institutions within a national reporting scheme

would be less objectionable, but still 4not be'st practice.

.
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Cluster Analysis
30'

This is a generaharne for a set of sratistiLal procedures designed to
help identify groups of entities that have similar attributes. Cluster
analysis is used where no a priori or theoretical information about
the structure of groups is available or assumed (SAS 1979). Cluster-
ing procedures are designed to work so that the entities in a given
duster will be more like one another, with regard to the attributes or
variables tiling evaluated, than the entities in any other cluster.
There are %arious alternative clustering algorithms (see Hartigan
1975). But in essence, clusters are formed by calculating the statis-
tical distances between the entities and then grouping them on the
basis of se distances. (When this is done graphically, like entities
will appear in groups, or clusters.) The distances may be measured
between values< for institutional characteristics (for example,
number of students or number of degree programs). And they may
be measured between combiAtions.of variables representing con-
structs of those characteristi ch as doctoral emphasis expressed
as a rceivage of gradu to degrees awarded or applied-scspee
e asis similarly" measu Institutions can be rank - ordered on
the basis of their relative d stance from/a target tristitution; or the
entire study sample rse) of institutions can be'divided into .

clusters of relatively similar institutions.
Cluster analysis overcomes at least one of the major !Nobler&

associated with sectoring approaches. Clustering routines can be
employed with continuous (interval-level) as well as discrete
(nominal-level) data. Hence they dZi away with. the need for the
.analyst to make arbitrary judgments about the appropriate thresh-
old levels or cut-off points for. interval variables included in the
analysis. Such judgments, we have pointed out,*are potaibfe sources

' of political controversy.
But clustering approaches als ave drawbacks, foul of which

deserve mention here. Fi m the,readily available clustering
programs can handletonl a lime ed number of cases and variables;
few will hat& more than 20 variables on even the largest com-
puters. Second, as the number of variables increases, the probability
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increases that essentially the same dimension w i11 be redundantly'
specified. Asia result, a particular dimension may be dispropor-
tionately vieighled in the analOs. Put- example, total enrollment

. gI and total number of programs are likely to be highly correlated;
either one, therefore, could be taken as a measure of sire. If both are
used in a set of five variables, say, then the dimension of size would
account for at least 40 percent of group variationand perhaps even
more, depending'on how total enrollment and total number of pro-
grams correlate with the other variables in the analysis. Of course,
this is not a problem if it reflects analytic intent.

Kthird drawback is that most clustering procedures, unless other-
% Ise specified, give equal weight to all variables entering the
analysis. For complicated technical reasons, this requirement could,
in certain circumstances, create misjeading appearances of similarity
or difference between some institutions. The analyst can avoid this
situation by assigning suitable weights to the variables. Unfortu-
nately, doing so introduces an arbitrariness much le that
encountered when establishing thresholds as part of coring
technique.

Finally, tluster analysis does not in itself provide definitive solu-
tions. Human judgment is still involved in deciding both how and

4 w here group bOundaries will be drawn. Sometimes the clustering
routine will reveal dear-cut, natural boundariesbut not oftedfor
the entire sample being studied.

Factor Analysis

Like clustgr-anaysis, this term subsumes.a fairly large number of
procedures Hull, Jenkins, Steinbrenner, and Bent 1975). The
most distinctive characteristic of fictor analysis is its data-reduction

, capability. That is, it enables one to see whether some underlying
patters of telationships exists th,it will allow the data'to be reduced
to simiger set of factors, as they are called. Factor analysis typically
is used as i preliminary step to obviate some of the problems
associated with overspecific.ationin other words, to avoid having
numerous variables that measure the same dimension. It also
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accommodates for the limit anon on the nutnber of variables that
can be used n a sect or cluster analysis: Ideally, each factor
measures a efferent raque institutional chara_teristac. And the
factor scores a tgned to eat. h institutir ordinarily will be far leper
in number than the original, raw variables with which the analysis
begint Factor analysis usually is used in conjunction with other,
techniques and generally is n& used to generate groups of similar
entitios directly. One could in facedoso, however, by using what is
called a Q-factor analysts (see Stephenson 1953). The more common
approach is to employ a sectoring or duster analysis to generate peer
groups from th9 factor scores. For example, total number of
students, total number of degrees, and total expenditures for educa-
tional and general purposes are descriptors w hose values are likely to
be highly correlated. If this turns out to be the case, these descriptors
will generate a factor, which the statistical technique isolates and
which the analyst subsequently would no doubt interpret as "size."
Each institution in the analysis is given a score that locates it on the
sire dimension. This score replaces the three original descriptors,
thus reducingthe data set employed in further analysis:

analysis. But the cookbook statistician should be aware of trnplo
Numerous computer programs Ore a% adable for performing fact r

ing this technique. Proper use of factor analysis involves recognition

,. of the assumptions 14lied aid problems inherenern the factor-
analysis model. LK some circumstances, they m'ay constitute serious
limitations on the value of the technique. (Comrey .1973 and
Harman 1967 are among ,the.many basic texts providing excellent
discussions of factor analysis and its fundamental assumpsions.),,

We would be amiss not to mention a few common problems with
factor analysis, even at the risk of becotning too technical. First, as
with most statistical mchniqUes, the reliability of results from factor
analysis is directly related to sample size. Comrey (1973) believ
that analyses based on samples of fewer than 300 cases have only fair

reliability. Second, an underlying assumption of factor analysis is 1

that the variables employed have normal distributions. Our aped-
ences suggest that with respct.14 colleges and universities, ma.ny'of
the variables of interest will be rriously skewed,otruncated, or

\/
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bimodal. Third, we have no precise mathematical way to detane
hm., many factors should be extracted. Thus one can never be
certain whether too many, or too few, have been extracted. An
Inappropriate choice may distort the factorsolution.

A statistical Procedure called spatial-configuration analysis com-
bines factor analysis and multidimensional scaling to form peer
groups. The technique has been used primarayby researchers and is
not included in most statisttc.al so4ware packages. So we will not say
more about this procedure here. The interested reader will find good- 1

Oiscussions in Cole.and Cole (1970) and Smartet al. (1980). 1

Discriminant Analysis J

This statistical procedure is not used directly to form peer groups
in the first instance. Its most frequent application has been after
duster analysis was used to identify institutions most like (or unlike)
one another. Clustering. algorithms seldom provide complete',
definitive group. structures. In Many cases, indeed, the analyst
ultimately decides w here group boundaries are to be drawn. Having
thus assigned institutions to groups, theanalyst may then employ
discriminant analysts to assess both the "goodness d fit" between
institutions and their assigned groups, and the relative statistical
contribution or influence of variab)es employed in the cluster
analysis. Like factor analysis, discriminant analysis may be pea'

formed viith a number of computer programs nr available. We
caution, however, that use of the technique by those not well versed
in statistics may lead to interpretation difficulties. (The interested
reader will find discussions of discriminant analysis in a number of
texts on multivariate statistics, including Tatsuoka I971, Fain 1974,
and Bock 1975) -.

, Illustration

.
a,. Much of the preceding discussion has been abstract So at this

point, the 'reader will perhaps appreciate a fairly comprehensive, if
hypothetical, illustration of how an institutional comparison group
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might be developed. The procedure we have chosen to illustrate is
often used at NCHEMS when we respond to requests for assistance . .
in finding institutions appropriate for comp'arisons. The procedure
is not particulaily sophisticated; it is relatively easy and inexpensive
to implement. And it will allow us to demonstrate the application of
some of the principles of development we have discussed.

At out hypbthetical university, the rationale for seeking corn-
param e data is toget a w ider perspective on whether the proportion
of.total expenditures allocated to instruction is reasonable. That
proportion has been gradually declining for several years, a fact that
is causing growing concern among the faculty. There is consensus
That it would be useful to know what has been happening it similar
institutions. Our institution has not made extensive use of cork-
parative data in the past, srid no list of similar institutions, accept-
able to all concerned parties, ha; been compiled. General agreement
exists that some empirical basis should be used.to determine which
institutions belong in a comparison group. .

The first task is to decide what institutional characteristics, '6r,
v ariables, are to be used to establish similarity. Several questions are
in% olved, because the issue has to be addressed in both general and
specific terms. The general problem is to determine a basis fir select-
ing variables. The two major options usually are to 'Ilse either institu-
tional mission or resource-utilization patterns, or both. The former
is most often appropriate, because resource-utilization patterns are
so often what is to be evaluated. Indeed, this is the case with our
hypothetical institution. One could start by finding a set of institu-
tions with utilization patterns similar to those ,af the comparing
institution. But this would" indicate little if anything about the
reasonableness of the patterns, Data on the respective institutio,nal
tniNMils still would be needed to give comparative meaning to their
utilization patterns. We submit, then, that in most instances, one
ought to start by stipulating that at the minimum, institutional
similarity will mean similarity of mission. .

What specific variables can be used to chiracterize institutional
mission, or "role and scope"? Table .1 displays the modest list of
variables with which we begin at NCHEMS when the compdring
institution is a four-year 'college or university. Group A criteria
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TABLE 1

Criteria for Comparison Institutions

For

A. Selection t,

*
Charpereristics

Your
Institution

,
.Chteli

one

Very
Important

Not
Important

Control (Public/Private) . Publit X ..,

Laridgrant No X ,-..:-..

Medical School No X

Urban ?Rural Rural '
.

."
. .

B. Ranking

-

a
11

Characteristics

. -
Your

Institution
I

Range

Check one

Very
Important Important

Not
Important

TotalaFTE Enrollment 8,055 6,600-
10,000

X

% AA Degrees 8.1 0-15 X ...--.

% BA Degrees . 77.5 60 -90 X .0
% MA Degrees 14A 9-20 . X

.

% Ph.D. Degrees, 0 0-1 X .

VW Professional Degrees 0 \ 0-0 X .

% Degrees in Professional
Fields 77.0 60-85

''.

X

% Research Expenditures/
Instruction Expenditures 02 0-A

.

X
.

% Parttune Headcount 17.4 8-30 f ,

'
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include nominal variables that identify an institution in clear-cqt
fashion: for instance, an institution either has or does not have a
medical school as part of irikoperationa fact that has great conse-
quences for resource utilization. The list of identifying variables
could include such features as religious affiliation (either yes,no, or
in terms of a specific affiliation), single-sex enrollment, and predomi-
nantly black enrollment. Group A includes an urbanrural variable-
that may be a proxy for some aspects of institutional mioion. It also
may reflect certain environmental pressures on an institution that
gild affect the way resources are utilized. In a similar vein, regional
location might be important, or the selection might be limited do
institutions within specified states.

Group B variables in table I are of the interval type; they must be
assigned ranges to function in the analysis. Again, one might want
to add variables, such as the percent of minority-group students, or
an index of admissions selectivity, or a particular program emphasis
(especially if the comparing institution can be re dtly identified in
that fashion). Group B includes the particu r variables shown
partly because they have clear implications fo resource utilization.
They also are representative of.t he issues th t consistently have
come forward in our.vwn research efforts at N HEMS to describe
institutional' mission by analyzing 1p0 and more variables, using
factor analysis..

We have said that the riables shown in table I are appropriate
for' four-year institutions. Another set is required for two-year
colliges. However, some overlap will occur,tamong both the
nominal and interval variables, with those shown in table 1. The
most significant differences have to do with program and degree-.
level descriptors.

The next step is to use the variables to generate a list of possible
compirison institutions. In the NCHEMS procedure, Group A
variables are used as selection criteria. For each nominid. variable
checked "important" by the comparing institution, a yes-no decision
rule is inserted in the computei program used to facilitate selection.
Our hypothetical comparing institution is publicly controlled and
deems that c haracteristec important in selecting peers. Therefore, all
private institutions are eliminated from consideration forthwith..
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The nominakvariables thus typically praviale a quick way to pare
down the list.of possible comparison institutions. This point may
seem tn. tally obvious. At NCHEMS, it is in fact impoltant, because
our data base includes all of the more than 3,300 colleges and
universitieg included in the HEG surveys. The elimination of
some institutions fr'om further con ration at theoutset helps in
making the project More manageable.

roup B variables are used tci rank-order the re mt institu-
tions in terms bf their relative "closeness7'to the c mpating insti-
tution. A i.andidate institution will either land with or miss each
of the ranges estahlished by the comparing institution. The candi-

. date institutions are astigned points for each Miss, and a Ant total
for eac.h institution is calculated. In addition to this simple sum, a
weighted sum is calculated, using the importance scale. 4 miss
counts one-half point if the variable is only sirneortant" to the corn-,
paring institution, rather than "ver 'mportant, and po points are
added for a miss on aid unimportant .variable. 'his weighted sum is
then used to rank-order the candidate instil dons: Table 2 shows
the rankings for 33 of tb institutions that we e'riliost similar to our

'' hypothetical comparing, or target institution, following the criteria
set forth in table 1.

Table 2 shows that six of the candidate institutions have t he requi-
site nine characteristics, all falling within the corresponding ranges
of the target institution. Institution 7 misses the range for percent of,
part-time students, and institution 8 has too low ; percent for. degrees
and professional fields. Neither characteristic is considered "very .

important" by the target institution, so the weighted sum assigned
to institutions 7 and 8 is.less than the simple sum. In'the next group,
9 through 20, each institution misses on one very important charac-
teristic, and so on, In analyzing such a list, the comparing institution
likely. would eliminate some of the institutions,shdwn. For instance,
institution 10 awarded 2 percent of its degrees at the doctoral level,
and institution 24 had a rather high ratio of separately budgeted
research 'to instruction expenditures, Perhaps both could be,
e mated, since these figures missed the specified ranges by wide
margins. The extent of a miss normally would 13e brought into
consideration at this pointmanually, so td speak, since iris n6t

,
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included in the automated, computer-based matching routine. The
comparing institution might also now decide to change the range
limits on one or more variables, thereby rearranging the rankings,
or to add variables, which also would reconfigure the group of
possible ompar1son institutions generated by the computer.

We ado ise those w ho engage in the sort of sectoring-plus-threshold
approach illustrated in tables I and 2 to work toward a final compar-

ison croup of 15 to 2Ninstirutions. A group of that size is small
enough to make the gathering of additional data on the member
institutions a task of reasonable scope, should more data be needed.
It is also large enough to dampen the effects of bad data, if such data
are present in subsequent analyses. Suppose a peer group of 20 insti-
tutions is used in addressing the problem we set for out hypothetical
institution, the target institution in table 2: Is an appropriate pro-
portion of resources going to, instruction? Onrof the institutions
might happen to be at the mean proportion for the group, let's say
.45. But it might erroneously report a figure of .54 instead (a 20_
percent error). The net effect would be to change the mearwropor-
uon for the group from a correct figure of .45 to an incorrect .4545.
The erroneous mean proportion, which is the normative infor-
mation sought by the comparing institution, is only in error by
percentnot enough to seriously mislead anyone under most
circumstances.

Finally, we encourage institutions bent on comparisons to use the
team approach intle%:eloping both the initial crieria and the final
peer group. Adminisrrators and faculty on any ciinpus can provide
a lot of information abour other institutions. Why not make use of
that information to help ensure the validity of the overall process?
Clearly, the relatively few data elements employed in the process we
hat c illustrated leave much unsaid. Knowledgeable people can often
fifl in the gaps. And, as we have previously stressed, it's just good
strategy to involve the concerned parties from the oursot rather than
presenring them wirh a fait accompli, hoping that they will accept
the judgment's a nd compromises imbedded therein. For an exam
of a successful team approach involving p2rential adversaries, 4e
Teeter er al. (1982).

a
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TABLE 2

Possible Comparis nstitutions for Target University
Public, Non. dgrant, No Medical School, Rural

Very Impt = %BA, %MA, %DR, %FP, Res: InstrjotFTE
Impt= %AA, Res: Instr, %PT HC, %Degs Prof Fields

Iteration #1

lastitutio
Name

eighted Sum FTE
Students
.

%BA
Delta

%MA
Degs

%PhD
Degs

%1st
Prof
Degs

%AA
Degs

%Degs
Prof

Fields ,

Res:
Instr

114PT
BC

Target -..- - 8055 77.5 14.4 0.0 0.0 8.1 77.0 .002 17.4

1 .0 .0 9701 81.7 181 0.0 0.0 0.0 64.3 .004 14.0

2 .0 .0 9234 74.7 15.5 6.0.3 0.0 9.5 65.8 .075 19.8

3 .0 .0 8060 75.2 13.6 0.0 0.0 11.2 69.7 .013 26.2
4 .0 .0 8457 77.3 22.3 0.4 0.0 0.0 2.8 .073 22.1

5 .0 .0 6162 89.9 10.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 .73.5 .019 21.2
6 '. .0 .0 8210 87.4 .. 10.3 0.0 0.0 2.3 66.1 .021 15.8

7 .5 1.0 6699 74.2 15.7 0.0 0.0 10.1 4 69.1 .010 32.0
8 .5 .. 1.0 9789 84.5 ' 15.5 0 0go 0.0 0.0 55.9 .036 9.1

9 1.0 1.0 8104 82.7 17.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 71.3 .041 17.7

10 1.0 1.0 .9601 76.2 19.6 2.0 0.0 2.3 69.8 .080 25.9
1J 1.0 1.0 2467 83.4 13.5 0.0 0.0 3.1 73.6 .011 19.1

12 1.Q 1.0 11731 82.8 17.2 0.0 'If 0.0 0.0 74.4 .016 18.3

13 '1.0 1.0 4453 76.5 18.7 0.0 0.0 4.8 69.1 .007 ' 26.0
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Institution
N
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e

W
eighted .
Sum

Sum
FT

E
Students

%
B

A
D

egs
%

M
A

D
egs

%
PhD

D
egs

.

%
1st

Prof
D

egs

A
A

A
D

egs
%

D
eg'

Prof
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R
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%

PT
H
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1.0
4430,

83.8
12 :5

0.0
0.0

3.8
.

78.8
/r02

22.8

15-
1.0

1.0
5468

81.9
18.0

0.0
0.0

0.1
80.2

.005
20.8

t::,
46

1.0
1.0

4754
83.1

12.0
0.0

0.0
4.8

75.5
.041

16.7
,

rr,
ri

1.0
1.0

4946
85.2

14.8
Q

.0
0.0

0.0
66.3

.008
12.1

<
18

1.0
1.0

11257
83.6

14.9
0.8

0.0
0.6

69.4
.009

12.4
01

.'
19

1.0
1.0

4453
86,2

13.8
0.0

0.0
0.0

77.0
.013

8.2
.

0
20

' 21
1.2

1.5

2.0

2.0'

4'
6984

6743

80.4

90.9

19.6

9,1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0
'

0.0

0.0

94.9

51.2

.018

.041

.
7.4

23.8

) 'V41 21

; 22
1.5

.
2.0

4473
77.6

0.0
0.0

3.4
64.4

.001
32.4

'V
la.

23
1.5

2.0
11646

643
19.0

0.0
0.0k

16.5
69.8

.012
22.8

ril
W

24
1.5

3.0
7638

77.8
5.7

0.3
0.0

16.2
72.2

'
.399

4.2
ril

25
2.0

2.0
6563

72.1
2

0.0 e
0.0

4.4
74.9

.024
21.1

41
26

2.0-
2.0

6506
68.7

28.3
0.0

0.0
3.0

80.2
,000

1`-25..3
X

27
2.0

'..
2.0

1
3

73.0
20.1

0.0
0.0'

6.9
74.6

.004
22.1

0
2829

2.0
2.0

2.0
2.0'

9175
5796

69.0.9
26.4
20.7

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

4.6
10.4

81.4
66.9

.033
.025

11.8

17.1

C'VC
4

s
30

2.0
2.0

4155
7 0

21.0
/0.0

0.0
SA

78.1
.001

20.2

31
2.0

2.0
457

74.6
25.4

0.0
0.0 -

0.0
76.8

.088
6,7 .

32
2.0

2.0
7037

72.4
25.7

0.2
0.0

1.7
83.9

.091
17.2

33
2.0

2.0
9935

76.2
23.7

0.1
0.0

0.0
75.0

.048
20.0
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CHAPTER 3

In anclusion

Employing complex statistical procedures such as lacy and
duster analysis is certainly a legitimate approach to developirg peer .

groups. Indeed, some writers stitch as Teren:iniet al. (1980) make a
strong case for their use in preference to the_sirnpler merhodology,
illustiated above. Several cautions are in order, however. The
statistical procedures will probably look like black boxes to most
people. Despite that appearance, the procedures still depend heavily
on human judgment. And while tlagy are easy to employ, they are
difficult to thoroughly understand. In sort, the heavy statistical
approaches are vulnerable to challenge in the political air of the
decisionmaking arena, and often in the technical arena as welk-

13y and large, we Believe that an institution seeking to develop-a
group of peer institutions will be Ktter off employing rel.itively
simple analytical.procedures, while spending most time and effort
on the overall processthe objectives, political issues, communica7
Lion, involvement, and so fo-rthwithin which data on comparison
institutions are to be developed and used.

. ,
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CHAPTER 4 4

I

State of the Art
t

. .I
In

this chapter, we consider the current situation with respect to
comparative data from several vantage points: the major.sources

of data, what we know of the qualify' of at least some of these data,
and the state of the analytic art. We conclude with some admi nistra-
true guidelines regarding data quality and data presentation.

.., .

Sources of Comparative Data ,

An institution may obtain data op other colleges and universities
directly from those institutions. We will aiscuss,thar approach later
on. The bulk of the chapter concerns seconiary sources, from which
most cOmparativedata on insqtutioiff ochigher education emanate.

Federal Sources -

N.....
The basic, broad responiibility for Alevels of education belongs

to rhe.stites. Amoiig the severil4lecialfzed roles taken up by the
federal government is the gatheriqg cif Mionwide statistics on

-
65
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J. CHAPTER 4

...olleges and universities. Data on a few higher-education variables
go back as far as the Census of 1870. The U.S. Office of Education
first sent surveys to institutions in 1929-30. The-- current, most
broadly based federal effort, the Higher Education General Infpr-
mation Surveys fFIEGIS) of the National Center for Education
StStistics 1NCES), date from 1966. The National Science Fdurida-
non (NSF)- surveys, another major source,..of)nstiLution-specific
data, began in 1954.

From the federal perspective, the main'pvrpose of HEGIS is to
provide information for federal policymaking. The utility of HEGIS
data for interstate or interinstitutional comparisons is only a fide
benefit from the federal standpoint, while being of primary impr-
tance to many Sates and institutions.

The HEGIS system at NCES consists of a series of surveys, some
conducted annually, others every.two or three yearsor even less
frequently. Oker the years, some changes haye been made in both
the scheduling and content of the surveys. Although completion of
the HEGIS surveys is voluntary, compliance continues to.run at

4 about 90 percentand higher than that if one ignores certain types`
of specialty institutions included in the HEGIS universe of about
3,300 accredited institutions, As of 1982-83, HEGIS included the
following surveys:

Finances
Enrollments
Earned Degrees

Employee Compensatioill
Libraries
Residetcy and Migration
Facilities
State Expendliges

The first four surveys normally are done annuallAhe last, on state
expenditures for higher education, was conducted first in the fall of
1982. The only HEGIS survey that does not cotitajn institution
specific data, it will have value for direct comparative purposes only

111
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at the state lin el but will also be an additional source for contextual,
encironmental material relevant to tivntutional comparisons.

As the surrey tat indicate,' the REGIS system covers a wide
range of topics that on. be useful fq4 comparative purposes. The
specific contents of t Indic dual surveys cannot be reviewed here;
administrators shoula have no trouble'locating copies, however.
Suffice it to say that much of the basic data one might need for insti-

-
tutional comparisons are included in the HEGIS system. It is not
Lpmplete, of course. Examples of data elements not in the system
include the number'of part-time fai'"ulty, the number of suppOrt staff,
student credit hours, noncredit enrollment, some reserve funds, and
the amount of student aid provided from institutional sources.
Neither costs nor enrollments "_.available at the departmental or
discipline level. Thus comparisons based on HEGIS must essentially
be institutionwide. .

The I-IEGIS data base is truly an enormous resource, and qoirnall
achievement. The data are in the public domain, apart from some
minor exceptions ling to do with some faculty s#lanes..rhe data
base can'be accessed in essentially three ways. Data can be pur-

_ chased in machine - readable f rrn orlmagnetic'tapei direcitly from
NCES. Th is shuuld-biAcia y titutions"thatthilie adequate
staff and computer equitr:tetys o'clillIngnessfo have staff'spend,,
sotne time bei.5iiiing fa iltarwitktliiiptiiia:rmats. Speilial reports
can be re9u1sted from anclithe agericy also publishes annual
reports based on "REGIS. crata in, the pRhlished reports '(for

Contittion of E.Ju op and Digest of Edwaslion Statistics).ari'
411\ aggreiate.dbuit hey o provide.so e institutional norms for
cormaracice r es. Finally, pnal1ticaI1t m laded organizations
that regularly work with the PIECTIN Vitae can lie a source for

-41.E.OIS data. Wcikhave already put.forwar he st example. Since
. . 98d1 farrrial pr'Oredw-ekhac;eitgesn in place NCHEMS to litolude,..,

'administrators apif analys06souriN, the country with access to
virtually the efitirelIEGIS data from the 1960s

' may ndi be
The surveys of ithf1attlilArSpen0 Foundation are another

large-scale, but somewhat fedeial datacollection
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, effort.. NSF does these four surveys related to higher education
annual

Graduate Enrollment in Science
-Science and Engineering Personnel
R&D Revenues and Expenditures
Federal Grants and ContreCts

The first three are based on institutional records, the last on the
records of federal agencies. The universe of institutions is far smaller
than the HEM universeand varies considerably by survey. The

4-
content p.also more limited and focused, and varita year to year_ But
it does permit certain financial comparisons at a lower level of
aggregationfor pstance, at the level of "electrical engineering"-:
thah does the HBOIS system. NSF publishes a number of different
reports based on these surveys, some of which contain institution
specific data. IIISF also sends annual reports containing normative
data to participating institutions, and through a subcpntractor, it
sells magnetic tapes containinglhe survey data. Alternatively, NSF
data can be obtained through third parties such as NCHEMS.
While current REGIS capes contain one file per survey per Year, the
NSF data are maintained and provided as loriqitudinal files. For
example, one tape will contain 10 years of data on graduate enroll;
merits in the sciences. (Longitudinal HEGIS tapes are currently
being developed.)

The Office of Civil Rights also conducts surveys of colleges and
universities. The/resulting data could be useful for a-limited 'set.of

-comparative analyses. HOwever, they arenot readily accessible. t

State Sources et 4

The trehiendous growth in Public higher edtication after World
War II was a strong stimulus to statewide coordination and planning.
Most planning efforts included an information-system component.
Many states now maintain extensive data bastion their public it)Sti-
tuttons, and sometimes data on- piivate institutions &well. In some
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instances, the statsadata base coincides with HEOIS data for state
institutions. In other cases, state data may 6e more or less detailed
and may indukle data elements different from those used in the
HcOIS system.

Differences among the states in population, the role and scope of
thew. htghereducation Institutions, reporting requiremerits, and
such make generalizations difficult. But in pursuing state-level data
contacting cocirdinating agencies or institution-level boards of
regents or trustees it usually worthwhile. A quick way to get a sense
of what is al. aiJable in published form from all of ehe states is to work
throukh the State.Iiigher*Education Executive Officers (SHEEO).
Their office and library are currently housed at NCHEMS.

Associations and Institutions

The natiott's three iegionaligher.educ ion- associations are also
sources 'oGomparattve data. They include the SouthernRegionai

.Education Board (SREI3), the New England Boardof Highei:Educa-
tion (NEBHE), and the Western interstate Commission for Higher
Educatioi) (WICHE). These or nizatioN are especially tisefuI for
interstate comparisons in their especs me regions but generally less
so for interinseitution51 com Arisores.

Numerous special-interest associations gather and maintain data
on indii. dual institutionsor can at least provde normative data by
type of institution. These sources include at least the following (and
there may be others): *

. .

American Association of Colleges of nursing v . -

0American Association of Communiq anCllunior Colleges
American Association of Medical Coileges

. American Association of Stare Colleges and Unive.gities
American Association of Universities
American Association of University Profess9rs
Association of Physical Plant Administrators
Associarion of Reseoct; Libraries
College and University Personnel Associarion
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'College and University Systems Exchange , .
Council for Finalicial Aid to Education
Council of Graduate Schobls
National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant

Colleges .

NatiOnalAssociation of Tradeand Technical Schools

Access to the data maintained-by these associations, bOth regional
and special interest; can be obtained through their'ublications or

. through direct. request.
.

Other Secondary Sources "1

Several unNersities gather nd makiasailable particular kinds of
comparative data, includir, he thiiversity. of Alabama (statistics
on schools of education), Oklahoma State University (faculty
salaries for a sample tf state colleges and universities), and the a
University of Alkansas (administrative' calaries at -clo,ctorate-

. granting universities). The University of. Arinina has developed
what is probably the cleanest longitudinal-data file on enrollment
Aow(av'ailablefor all accredited institutions, dating frcim 1965;
Again, ctiese data: are accessible in published reports or by contact-
ing the institutions.. . .

Various special studies are published that, occisionally contain
normative data useful for comparison purposes.perhaps tin best
known it Alexander Astin's imolai Coopet kive Institutional
Research frograinICIRP) study of the backgrywnd, attitudes, and
goals of college freshmen, M. M. Chambers does an annual survey
of state appropriations by state and by institution. Portions of the
Astiri and Gham&ers sarveys appear regularly in the Chronicle pf
i-fig6gEltecanOn. The Chronicle also carries a series of of er 'surveys
on a rapge of topics, these can h establish norms type.of insti-
tution. The American COuncil n Education (A ) uses apanel of
institutions for sprveys on ues of current interest;,,,ellts are
available in ACE publications. The National Association of

.
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Colleges and University Business Officers (NACUBO), in coniunc-
non with the American Association of,Community and Junior

Colleges (AACJC), doers an annual financial survey of a'sample of
community colleges; the results are published in NAcUBO's
Business Officer. John Minter and Howard Bowen have used samples
of both private and public colleges an universities .to do annual
assessments of institutional financial well-being. These date ma,y be
useful as normative for some types of institutions. Portions appear in
the Chronicle of Higher Education, and the full studies are available as
separate publications. The National Association of State Scholar-
ship and Grant Programs publishes the results of its annualSurVey of,
srate student aidthese data can be used only for state-level corn-
parisons. Higher Education Financing in the '50 States; by McCoy and
Halstead (1982), is a 51:10-page document containing an extensive set 4
of comparative data on the states and their institutions of higher
education, both. Public and private11CHEMS plans to publish
updates of this study annually..

The largest collection of literature on liigher,education is found in
the Educational Resources, Information Cenrer t(ERICY.system.

Olite.- "Ml04h it is nor a major,source of comparative data, ERfC col-
lection contains numerous one-time studies, some ofw huh contain
data potentially useful for comparative purp&ses. Indeed, it is a
primary source for data about such topics as attrititm and retention,
where no nationhtsurvey data are available. The collection can be 4
searched electronically through key-wor8 #tYstern; for which

\* indexes are available in most co&ge libraries. Many university
libraries maintain the entire ERIC collection, which currently
numbers roughly a quprter-million iterns,, in microfiche form. -4,

Every year, a set of publications appears that provide snaPaliotsf
,most of the nation's colleges and universities. The College 4 k,
Lovejoy's Guide to College, the C9Ilegc Handbook, Barron's to

Colleges and Universities, and CaN and Birnbaum's Guide are well
known. These publications ate especially useful for, institution- 4

specific data on institutional selectivitytest scores, class rat*
application-acceptaricelatios, and such these data are not readi y
avaflable elsewhere. The institutional snapshots are alsp handy at

. 4.
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the stage when acomtrarison group is being developed. The College
Board publishes more specialized documents, the College Cost Book
and the Index of Majors, which are useful for compailng tuition rates
and Lurricula, across institutions. The annual Higher Eclucanon
Director, contains just a few data elements.relevant to comparative
analyses, but it covers virtually all accredited instptions and
indik.ates both institutionw ide and program-spetific accreditation.

Institutional Arrangements

Occasionally, colleges and universities will cooperle/o prgcluce
and share comparative data. The immediate goal may be a one-time
study. A ,well-known example is the California and Western_COn-
ference Study (Middlebrook 1955), a cost and productivity analysis
involving a dozen research universities. Sometimes, dada- exchange
pr(*eaures will be established as part of a long-standing formal
association of institutions. A good examplg is the American Asso-
ciation of Universities, which includes among its activities a limited
sharing of data. Institutions with common sponsorships may also be
involved in datiexchinges. For instance, the MINDS data-sharing..
sysfern serves more than 70 privale.inititutions affiliated with the

,Methodist church. These formal arrangements usually, involve insti-
..tutions with generally similar missions,. and thus provide a good

start if that soft of peer comparison group is desired. Innumerable
*informal 'data-exchange arrangements must' exist across the
country. They may be part of more comprvhfnsive cooperative

.

efforts, or establishecientirely for their own sMe. Sometimes, for
example, institutions in a particular urban area that have little more
in common th4ri kcation will regularly share data.

Data Quality
r ,

Because comparative data are available from a multitude of
sources, the overall quality of such dita is difficult; if not iiinpossible,
to assess. Furthermore, the concept of data ciliality is itself complex,
and certainly open to various interpretations. Quality might be
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taken to refer primarily to certain inherent properties of the data,
such as acruraLy.,But it might instead be taken to refer to 'Articular
use; of the data., such as strategic planning versus efficiency com-
parisons, or to the ma er i ich the data are usedfor example,
in disaggregate.3 ra er than aggregated form. All these issues have
something to do with quality in abroad sense. .

In light of the multifaceted nature ofdata quality, we will suggest a
few general principles that the administrator can employ in making
a priori assessments of the quality of datain particular situations. We
will also took in more, specific terms at HEGIS, because it is the
major source of comparative data accessible to all. By way of intro-
duLtion, we will briefly discuss inherent data propert1esthat have to
do with quality. . .

The quality of data hairthree inher,ent determ inants validity,,
accura4, and reliability. Each property relates to measurement.
Vabdity concerns the extent to which the data actually measure or
Lode w hat they are intended to desqlbe. Assuming for the mompir
that SAT scores are good, indicators of academic ability, is the
average SAT score of entering freshmen a valid measure of thy:
ataaemic ability of the enure undergraduate student body? In the
context of comparisons, validity takes on additional meaning. First, ,
to extend the SATrot ample, note that the same measureaverage
SAT scorecouldAave varying degrees of validity from one institu -
ti9n to the next: contrast the iiistitution where most entering fresh-
men take the SAT exam with one where only 10 or 15 percent do.
Or Lontrast the highly selective mstitution, where 80 or 90 percent ,

of entering freshmen are still around as seniors, with the less selec-
tive institution that loses 30 or 40 percent of, its freshmen after the
first year. Second, A Nile "SAT score" has a denotation that is likely
to be consistent frorii one place and time to another, lots of other
measures do. not hate a similarly consistent denotante meaning;
number of FTE students; cost of instruction, amount of student aid,
number of programs, revenues from gifts and grants, and soon. Thek
list iktong, and it contains many descriptors of greet interest from a
comparative perspective. In short, when doing comparisons, Tie. '
1. alidity of data becomes more difficult to assess. The measure and
the concept should be welllirnatched. Also; the measure must be

.
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equally appropriate in other locations and must be p7rmed in
similar fashion in each of those locations.

...

Accuracy and reliability also become more problematic in a com-
paratise mode, but neither concept is ambiguous. The exrent to
which measurementor coding is free of error (accurate} and will,.
agree u it h the measurement or coding of another observer (reliable)
becomes more problematic because comparisons require that data
be .recorded in more than one locariori or circumstance. The
building of a national, c'oinparative data base is theVrreme case.
Imagine, if You will, the situation each fall as literally Aousands of
registrars count (possible error) the number of various types of
students (possible error) and' encode the results on a survey form
(possible error): The forms are sent to a central location en-d4heir
contents are entered into a nationaj data base (passible error).
Reports are getierated from that data base (possible eiron. Data
from those reports are then incorporated into documents for use at a
particular institution; the incorporation may involve merely co y-
tnging the data, but esen so simple a procedulie harbors potential
error.that can diminish accuracy or reliability.

We think that any empirical comparison (that is, any comparison
based on flaw) will involve data that are to some degree invalid,
inaccurate, or unreliable. In chapter 2.1p. 211, we suggested ways to
minimize dm threat oCdata error in financial comparisons, Here we

. want to address 'a'reliated, though sorp4what different, concern:
How can an administrator quickly assess the likelihood of error and
the consequences thereof, even at the earliest stages Oa proposed
comparative analtie .

The first principle to keep in mind is that the more complex the
entities (departments, institutiong, state systems) being compared,
'ale greater the chance for error. There are more things to count and
record when dealing with the more complex entities, and many
more relationships, crbssovers, and shared resources to account.for.
For instance, compafing institutions whose primary mission is
instruction is easier ihan comparing institutions whose mission in-
1, olv et major effOrts in research and public service as well as instruc-
tion. Indeed, ve have noted that it may-be a practical impossibility
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to iron out all of the discrepancies ih data-recording practices among
major research universities (Topping 1979). -

Sei.ond, issues posed fot comparative analysis can range from the
simple and' straightforw ard to the complex and byzantine. Tuition
rates usually l.an be compared with little danger of misinterpretation
or other sorts of error (although one must be wary of how "general
fees" are treated). But the chances are slim that one could compare
expenditures for athletics at most institutions without encountering
all sorts of errors. Faculty workload is another inherently difficult
issue, it is surprisingly hard to measure irra manner that is error-free
and that will not be Mughtily impugned. first consideration,
therefore, is whether the issue in question can be dealt with in a
straightforward manner on one's own campus. If it cannot be,
expect serious problems in attempting comparisons. The broad
maxim is that almost eery kind of ambiguity is pregnantivith the
possibility of data errors. The academic dean's office seems to be part
of the administration and the instructional area. Some students
insist on majoring in more than one subject at a time. The computer
is new used by everybody, but costs often are still allocated is they

ere k the days when only the science and math departments used
it. Summer school may*overldp two4scal years. Cdunselors may do
both .academic and personal counseling. Federal student-aid funds
come into the institution and are allotted to students, who there-
upon give all or most of the money back to the institution. There is
enough ambiguity gresent in each of the circumstancis we have
cited to lead people of sound mind and good will to count and
allocate quite different waifs.

Third, t re are graduations in the "secondariness4. of cl4taj.,
Strictly spea g, use of data collected by another is &secondary use.

practical ease, the prospective user may be fairly close to
secondary data through direct contact with and knowledge of the
perspn who collects the data,,or beaiise the collectors have taken
the time to adequately document what they did and the assump-
tions they made. On-the other, hand, the user can be relatively far
fwm the data even when they...Are generated at the user's own insti-
tution. Consider a time-series comparison whet one remembers,

-
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and there is no record to indicate how the early, data were gathersd,
or how carefully. Other things being 'equal, the cl\ance for error is

*
likely to increase with the "distice" between the user and the data
source, particularly.with respet to . alidit,A. So initial assessment of a
proposed comparison involves the quesiion: What do we know
about the proposed data source, including collection procedures,
mcitivation, and ma ntenance responsibilities? A corollary deter-
minationis whether i is possible and feasible" to get closer to the data

source, should that be ppropriate. 4.

Finally, we recommend that 'the entire dataluality issue be
addressed within the framework of the intended use of the compara-
tive data. In this context, use can be taken in two senses -One has to
do with the form, or manner, in which the data are handled and
presented. For instance, data accuracy will be fess important if data
will be used in a highly aggregated form. Suppose one were to com-
pare the change over time in the proportion of degrees awarded in
the humanities by a group ofliberal-arts colleges. Even granted that
common definitions are in use, some measurement error is likely.
But if the comparing college lumps the responses from the other
institutions, and compares its own data with the aggregati d ta
(means, medians, or whatever), inaccuracies will tend to wash o t,
barring some systematic error. Similarly, comparative ' ata from
various departments or institutions can be used in a cros ectional
analysis, using techniques such as analysis of variance or linear
regression. Ina regression approach, an institution can e aluate its
actual performance by co paring it to a performance ley predicted
by the model (based on wHat the group as a Aoleklid). Again, inac-
curacies in the data rend to average our. By contrast, head-to-head
com9arisons between departments or institutions or states usually
will require a relatively higher degree of data quality, at least as
regards accuracy and reliability. ..

In the second sense in which the use and the quality of compard .
tive data are related, qtality per se is not affected by the use. Rather,

"the use dictates, or.ciircumscribes, the level of quality needed. It is 3

widely accepted that the characteristics of information (6seful data)
needed to support strategic planning areilifferent from.t hose needed
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to support management control or operational (transactional)
activities (Gorry and Scott Morton 1971). At the strategic level,
information need not be highly accurate or precise: knowing that
enrollment is around, 3,500 FIE students would be no less seful

.. than k nom., ng that the exact number was 3,524 on the censu date.
At the operational level, of ct)urse, she enrollment of each and very
studept is dul recorded. And at the management-control leve , the
revenue generateil by the additional 24 students could have a
means ul impai:i .on cash flow and budget balancing. Similarly,
information for strategic planning usually cantfrless current and
less disaggrsgated than that employed for operations or manage-
rhent control. By considering the level of decisionmaking that the
analysis is intended to support in conjunction with the other
dements of the assessment we have discussed hould be polsible
at the outset to estimate where the data. o are likely,to be
encountered, how severe they are likely to e, and whether they can
be tollated.

Quality of HEGIS Data

Among the multitude of source comparative data-,I4EGIS is

particularly well known and most widely used. The HEGIS system
embfaces eight national surveys. While data quality protZly varies
across all of the different types of data 4n the system, we will look at
only three of the surveysfiiiances, enrollment, and earned
degreesbecause s2 far, they are the only ones that have beep
evaluated at lengt6.

The quality of HEGIS finan cial data has been studied from the
perspective of the states as well as from that of individual institu-
tions. On the institutional side, one evaluative..stratkgy has been to
compare HEGIS data to audited data that were coded to AICPA-
NACUBO standards, and then to ask two questions; Have thte
institutions provi4ed valid data by following HEGIS insttuctions
and reporting wKat was requested? Are the HEGIS data accurate,
reflecting correct counting and recording? The results are reported
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in Cotiger (1979), Minter i Co lager (1979a,b,c), and Patrick and
Collier (1979), and summarized in Stroup (1980). 1n4brief,.there are
two major findings. The first is that theie is considerable discre-
pancy between HEGIS financial data and data coded to AICPA-
NACUBO standards. For example, for fiscal year 1977, abput 20
percent of the 125 private institutions studied either overrepotted or
underreported instructional expenditures by 15 percent or more.
The figures were worse for academic support, student services, and
institutional support but somewhat. better on the whole for data on
revenues by source, such as tuition and gifts and grants (Minter and
Conger 1979a). The investigators conclude that disaggregated
HEGIS financial data should be used with extreme caution. The
sctiond major finding was that HEGIS financial data in the aggre-
Me, compare very favorably with the audited and coded data

../(ramck and Collier 19N. As one might expect, the reporting errors
tend to cancel each other in the/absence of systematic errors,

Other studies of the quality of HEGIS financial data from an insti-
tutional perspective have relied on surveys of of interviews with
users of the data. The net result has been laundry lits of typical
problems, such as the failure of institutions in systems to iltclude
their prorated share of the revenues and expenditures of the central
administration, or the fact chic NCES will sorntirnes i fer data for
institutions that fail to respond to the survey. (See Izly and Dick.
meyer 1980 f o r more example as well as chapter 2 oft book.) On
the whole, this second gr studies leads to a.so ;what more
sanguine view of the quality questionageneral feeling that HEGIS
data quality is improving (Andrew, Fortune, and McCluskey 1980).

Fromffie state perspective, most of the study of financial data has
focusedron the ways in whichstate practkes and structures are dd.
ferent enough to undermine the comparability of HEGIS data from
one state to another. The most thorough account of the differences,
and the ramtfitations for data quity and cornparabilikyl'on be
found in Ryland (1981). Overall, her study suggests dtat the differ -c
ences in state practices for funding higher education (someof which
We noted in chapter 2) are such that complete data comparability,)
across states is nOt achievableyloreover, omissions ii the HEGIS

4
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dataespecially regarding student aid, retitement benefits, and
vocational educationresult.in underestimates of state support for
higher education. Once more, it is well to proceed with care.

The qualtni.of HEGIS data looks somewhat better in the other
two areas studied: enrollment an degrees awarded. In the
WESTAT study of these areas (Peng 1979), HEGIS data were com-
pared to reconstructed data, interview responses, and audits of
orthal reports. The study indicates that the quality of these two
types of HEGIS data is generally quite good in.the aggregate; error
rates were typically le* than 1 percent Problems were encountered,
however, with disaggregated data of both types. On the enrollment
side, More than 25 percent of the institutions studied did not follow
ICES Llassificatuins for detailed student levels, distinguishing first-
time freshmen was one common problem, especially for two-year
colleges. InLousistency in the way institutions defined full- and part-
time students was also noted:N(1th earnedtiegree data, significant
problems were not found at the level of major fields (for example,
biological science). But problems appeared w hen disaggregauon v. as
taken to the level of program categories (for example, imolecular
btologyl within major fields. Double majors also weie the source of
inconsistencies in classification from one institution to another.

As for the quality of HEGIS data in general, a survey of higher-
edutation institutions and state .agencies showed that 85 percent of
the respondent's felt that the accuracy of the data was acceptable or
better (4ndrew eal. 1980). In a related study by the same inyesti.:
gators, interviews with 75 higher-education researchers, financial
officers, institutional researchers, and academic plannerwevealed a

solid consensus that HEGIS data were accurate enough at the aggre-
gate level:Wail-the exception of the financial survey, the data were
deemed accurate enough for analysis and comparisons down to the
institutional level (with some reservations about aspects ofgata on
ethnic membership; part-ume enrollments, and faculty sal ies).

On the vehle, the qu'ality of data from particular sources such as
HEGIS and others 45 a 4arly complicated matte. Too much so, we
would argue, for mcrii administrators to tackle, considering their
other responsibilities. But there is a need for an institutional capacity

.
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CHAPTER 4

to address this aspect vf data quality, if comparative data ire to be
used w it h confidence.11-iformation specialistsplanners, instiftlotional
researchers, and sometimes assistants to the dean 9r presidentare
often the best persons to take on the responsibility for assessing data
quality, since it ma/ well 'comp/ement their other duties.

State of the Analytic Art

>

Although important technicli issues relate to the use of compara-
tice data, we believe that from an administrative perspective, the
key issues are not so muchtechnical as managerial. Using compara-
tive datapii a campus is a process that may rnisfireeieven if the data
are good and the technical analysis is sophisticated. Or it may
s aluably support decisioemaking, even if the data are marginal and
the analysts barely adequate. To be successful, the ptocess needs to
be managed and looked after. Turning it over to a technical staff,
however competent, is unlikely to be sufficient, In this- nd earlier
chapters, we have described at length the t omparative analysis and
the administratOi's role in it. We have only a few comments to add.

First, stay atreast of human inters entions. That an investigation
is empirical, based on data, certainly does not mean it is totally,
objectiv. It is never enough mergly to let the facts speak for them-
Alves. Those who work with data Mow bettei; especially in the
context of which we speak., The reality of tire, highekeducarion
enterprise is far richer, fa? more complicated, than thr Veager data
we have can depict. Subjectivity, in the form of human interven-
tion, colors nearly alidata analysis." We couldn't get this ylar'sdeata,
so we used last year's instead." "We decided to make the cut here."
"We chose to me4ians as the measure of central tendency." "We
picked 1976 as he base year." The acimmistrator should be apprised
of these inter ning decisions en route. They will be technical, in
varying deg ee. But generally speaking, the choices ought to make
sense to the administrator, who should fed comfortable that the
choices made do not jeopardize the project.

Second, take all due care to optimize the impact4of the analysis.
Make sure that the effort is not wasted (while acknowledging that

80 .
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. there still pe those Who would just as soon have it be otherle. In
this regar.rit is essential ro convey information in such a way that n
w i11 be understood correctly. Reporting theAndings of a compara-
tive

ndircgs generallc. But ten e extra care to ensure that the," ire
analysis is not fundament fferent frm reporting empirical

comparatne data will not be misleading. Comparative data are
more likely. to be misinterpreted because they usually are less
familiar t .ttentiat users ttian data that refer to internal matters
only. InterTiirdata are relatively well understood by most who work'
in the organization, obc sous errors will likely be, spotted by veteran
obsert ers.v.ho have developed a cerise of the normahrange for par-
titular variables. That intuitive sense is less reliable when applied to
the krforrnane of 1 t ariety 'of. other, unfamiliar departments or
institutions.

Specifically, the following steps should be taker:

1. Adhere to basic data-presentation .standards. In.sorneways, cow-

paratit e data are especially liable to being presented in a mis-
leading was. For exampli, 'an institution's performance will
often be compared to a group norm, which will bean average
olsome kInd. !fit happens to be 4 statisttcalmean, it Is subject
to the effects of fiery large or cery small y slues, especially if the
,sample size is smallancht often is, in a comparatite analysis.'
An obt ious' way around this problem is to present OK the

° norm and the indicidual datN't alues. TI-Cat ,v.ey,,readersican
judge for themseltz how well the doim,represents the collec-
nye behavior in question. , ;
Fri:Knit appropriate background material. Three aspects of need
tecitare consideration. First, how familiar is the audience with
higher-education issues, highereducation ate, statisticali
routines, and the like! Perhaps a general kefing is neefled.
Second, whaf additional data-Might help t timidience under-
. aq a particular comparanverelationsh ? For instance,
suppose one were comparing changes in average faculty
salaries of er a number of years at set eral ins ituttons. It wduld
help the audience understInd the cpmpair tt've results if data
could be peot ided on the priiportions (.1Pc ntinuicig and new

i...-
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faculti, each year at.each institution. Third, the audience has a
fight to know about the human interventions that affected the
results, and about data and Analytical problems that could be
affecting the results. Caveats, qualifications, and other explor-
ations should be suitably ingrate* with, the comparative
data, so that it w ill behard to ignore or overlook them. It is not
unusual fot a report to have Sec'eindary and tertiary audiences.
They too deserie a more complete picture than the data alone
is likely to provide.

13.& ect an.approtriale mode of prelentation. Several times we haVe
rioted that data .do not become inftriation autotnaiic ally.
Indeed, information can get loSt airild too much date. So when

.planning presentation of a ikomparatiye analysis, in which

, numbers are sure to abound, cake time to consider what might
be the most effective mode of presentation for the primary, in-

I tended audience. Aboard of trustees may have rather different c.
preferences in this regard from those of a legislative committee.
or a faculty senate. i ..

f - 1

a To,conciude, we advocate a stronimanagen al vale for administra- .,
tors in theide,,elopmerit of a comparative analysis. We think they. I*
ought to be irw ob.7ed from beginning to end. There are just too
.many.poC;ntiaI problems to adopt alia0 laissezlass fire attitude.

. . . . . - ,

. In. the end, the state o f t he art in comps t1,, e analysis is determined
by administraive skill as.much

#
as by technical virtuosity.
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Hereaftei:
Projections and

Recommendations.
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4/ V rom the outset, we have tried to keepin mind Voltaire's obser-
vation that Vie secret of beinga boriasto tell everything." And

the state of the art of piognqincs being what it is, we feel Joubly
justified i;i quickening the, pace of discourse at this point. In the
remdming few pages, we indulge in hunches and guesses and express.

'' sane preferences for the future, about which our data are not
altogeeher complete. - %

,

__\ f .. . , '
../ The' National Outlook

The federal data-collection effort On higher education began
around 1870, then took -a quantum kap forward in1929:30 under
the auspices of the U.S. Office of Education.The next major advAnce
came in the mid- r960s with the HEGIS effort described,:in the
preceding chapter. Atibther4grdficant Zontribetion to the national
data pool, the National Science Foundation, Surveys of higher-
educ.itiOn instituas, began in the 1950s. Together, the wB'S.
and NSF files cons ute a substantial resoUrce for cotrarative data.

4w .What
- 1

What does the future hold for thoAe syVeinsi.
4t,

.

a

.
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There is little basis on which.to constructlonuange forecasts. In
the near term, however, it appears that the N,SF data-collection
effort w ill continue in its current form, while HEGIS will be under
some pressure, to contract in scope. The pressure to restrict HEG1S .

reflects the desire to hold %Own federal expendiures and reduce the
amount of paperwork imposed by the feder'al go% er Thus far,
the effects on the HEGIS system have beeii modest. A major survey,

, on institutional characteristics, was eliminated in 1982-83, but
another, on stateIevel expenditures, was added. One or more audit
rional surveys may be dropped, but we think it more likely that they \
will be conducted leSs freciuently. There are advocates both for and
against the present configuration Of the tHEGfS system. Support is
widespread ILA- rile basic proposition that the federal government "
should play a key role in gathering statistics on higherredusatinn.
The debate mainly concerns how much and for what purposs. In
any-event, it seems most unlikely that the HECAS system 411 be .

significantly expanded.
Other forms of higher-education data collecrion on a national

scope are likely to continue to play a 'supportive yetimpatirit role.
Wide interest in enrollmentfaculty salaries, tuition, and,finances
should- ensure that dark,w ill be collected annually from at least a
sample, if not 411, of the nation's colleges and universities. Some
chantes can beixpectecl. Oh occasiOnkit may be just a case of pass-
ing the responsibilip for the survey horn one ,orgaritarion to
another. for example, the enrollment survey conducted for man.;
years by e University of Cincinnati will be clone in the future by
the Urin try 9f Alabart-And nelk surveys appear from time'to
time. An example is the salaiy survey by the College and University
Personnel A.ssexiation (CUPA) and the. American Association of
State Col es and Universities (kASCIU) ,injtiated in 1982, The

r outlook is of enprely positive0however. Some Luirent surveys may

13e ;;urtail because of financial 'conAraiw. National-supitys are
sometimes peripheral to tike mission of the spdnscaring agency. For

tame, rile Washingtori Coordinating- Board kir Higher Educa-
tion conducts art.arinual tuittbn surrey as a meansofseneiating

.r
0 bhckground data t- Worm tuition-setting in that state. Continued
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.

severe state:level finarbal constraints could put such survey effort sr

in jeopardy;

. * The Statelevel Outl k

Far-reaching and widespread iiigher-education data collection at
t the Tim level is a post-World Warephenomen. on. It was fuelealfor

the most part by tremendous growth r the entgrprise. For most
states\ but not all, this growth is over, at lent this century.
Encoifffent dvlines.alreadybegu'n in somestates are expystefl tb
continue apace through this decade. Ironically, severeediae
creates as much need for comparative data as growth createsand ,
perhaps-more.

.
The need for comparative data will be felt strongly Initates that

encounter continuing financial difficulties, regardless of &eir enroll-
ment experience. Sustained .national econoknic recomery presum,

elieve the strain in most states. Short of that, many states
d choices betweentUgher education and other sOctil

ithin the panoply of services offered by their systems

ably
wilt face h
set% ices, a

'of h Ittcation.,..Comparative data will besought as a means of
ra g these. choices or justifying those made on paler
gr unds. Probably the only impetus .acting.against data collection
urider rhese circumstances will be the cost of the collection and
analysis efiiir(.. .

e

, The Iristitutional Outlook

0
With respect to individual colleges and universities, theprospects

for the fuitlre useof comiatitive dItagre intriguing. The demand
for such.data likely will remain high, for both management Control,
and strategic planning. We do not fores%stibstannal change in the
4ndertyinOynamiLs operating on the current need for comparative
data. . .

Grenred that continuing need,developments will focus on tile

.
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form of use and tht mode of transfe of comparative data. Most
administrators today are likely to find comparative cijsta, along with
other data they, themselvts use, residing on a sheet of paper. We
expecthat in theiliiture, ttie data will reside instead in a micropro-
cessor. For some, ?his will a&ount to little more than a change in the
record-keeping system. Others, though, will ,recognize the wider
opportunities afforded by these new electronic toolsin particular,
the ability to manipulate data and relationships among data in a
dynatvc mode. "What if" games, evaluation of multiple strategies,'
and so forth will become as available to the typical administrator as
-the t omit.* machine is no*.

Will comparitive data turn up in mi. croprocepsors dedicated to -

high -level administrative uses? One would-hope so. What we envi-
stop is administWors routinely looking beyond their institution's
operating data bAke.to get inforniation. Once obtafned, external
data can be merged with aggregated internal data to support
analyses helpful to dectsignmaking. We do° not wish to oversell the
new electronic tools or,Yfor that matter, the data that may be

4 manipulated with them. There simply is no substitute for good judg-
merit on the part of those prinCipally responsible for the well-being
of our colleges and universities. But the decisionmaking process '
shouild be supported as.,hest we are able. The new tools can help
in this regard. And in the process, they will enhance the utility of
comparative data.

The microprocessor will prove to be more than a new host for
data. It offers the prospect forgreat improvements in data transfer.
Electroittic linkages among computers (or terminals) creates a new
situation with respect to both networking and access to central data
Wes. N. etworks among institutions for t he purpose of sharing aata
can become more interactive4,faster, and more responsive. to the

, 'exigent needs of the decisionTaking process chin the best arrange-
meats of the past. The same can be said for central data bases: even
as we 'write, the list of on -sine data Eases grows daily. Much otthe
data currenty avatfable,m more suitable to research than to adminis-
trative purposes, but st is just a matter of time before that situation is
corrected. Actually, sane opportunities afready available, such as

86° '
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electrdnic access to the Neu. York Tunes, have utility for theaddinis-
trator in higher education. In store is electronic access to data bases,
dedicated specifically to higher education,tike the maintained by
NCES 4nd NCHEMS. Indeed, EDUCOM has already begun an
electronic data-sharing serNiZe,o'n a trial basis, Participating institu-
tions share financial data with one another electronically, tri.effect
Creating their own comparative data base, while simultapeousli
gaining access. to a computer-based modaling tool' (EFPM) with
which to analyze and manipulate the data,

What to Do
. .

A basic premise of this book.has been ihaVeimparative data are
here to stay. They will be 'used, Administrators will continue to be
asked to supply data for comparative purposes; they.;will find them-
sel%es having to explain and irtterprgt such data with respect to telt
own itspartments or institutions. On these assumptions, it seems'
sensible for acfministrators to take at legit some modest steps to
enhance the utility and minimize the risks of using comparative data.

The task can be addressed from two perspectivesthat of the user
of comparative data on one's own campus, and thatof a participant
in the larger state and national comparative-data efforts. From the
iristitutional point of view, several issues are worth considering. First
there is the matter of a general stance toviTatd comparative data.

.1 Despite all we havosaid about its virtues, we would not claim that
comparative data at typically "of the essence" or that they should.
be ubicilVit,ous. Only tately, as in determining comparative advan-

\ tages, are such data 'crucial; More often, they, are a sdurc4 of back-
s. 'ground information that can improve interpietation. For manage-

. . ment purposes, it does not make much sense to round up a lot of
comparative data for their own sake. If.we have learned anything
over the years, it is that lots of data do not necessarily translate trito
lots of information. The sound strategyas to choose with care the
issues on\whicg comparative data are to be gathered and, used.
Discourage shotgUn approaches,

e
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A second internal strategy concerns building and maintain:
capacity to acquire- comparative data and to do' compara ve

inalysis. As a foundation, resources ha% e to be assembled 'aiskircia n-
tained. We see great utility in,considenng the deoelopmerit of this
particular otipacity as pit of die more general process of prpvidin) 4-,

information for management. We follow Jones (1982) and others in
thinking that an insittuticin can best come to grips with that process

, by focwing tin the role pf information specialists. However, the use.
of comparative data on the campus should be viewed as es ritiONI -
manageinent task; under administrative control. I

P From an external persttctive, it r,ust seem that the institutio.nal, . -
es ;administi.atqr can d9 little but wage a rear-guard action, trying-to

keep the data requirements of external agencies, and their attendant
costs, to a minimum (Floyd 1982). But perhaps the period of'consoli-
dation we ate entering offers an opportunity for institutional offi Fiale
to exert pother kind of influence. Essentially, they should advikate*
a low basic principles. First, the inclusion of any dat element the
external system should be justifiable on manageme ground's'. That

.

, is, it should be reasonably olvous wheat sort of t ormation is to be
gleaned from the data provided. And the adequacy of the data
system ,to-support r2ana 4 (including policy analysis) is , the
proper issue, rath an its coinprehensiveneit per se. Second,
maintaining d uality should be a shared rtsppnsibilitY. Institu-
tional official's et...insist thatl xternal agencies make adequate
efforts to ensure debt the da a they collect 'Meet appropriate. -.
standards for yalidity;-reliability, and accuracy. At the same time,
the institutions theniselves should be willing to assist in i entifying
data quality problems (Hyatt 19821 They have mucl o gain by
carefully attending to their own provisi of data to those externart
systems. Too often,te source of bad data about in institution is the
i nstitutio itself.Third, institutions should insist o'n a usefully 59m;
plete an prompt return flow data fiorn the.-41ection agency. .
Closing t e loop will give all c ncerned a larger stake in the data,
thus enha ing prospects for ality and for maximii"ng the utility

. of tir compir4tive-data resou e, . / *. .
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PROJECTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

To Shakespeare, comparisons werg "odorous;" and to Johri
4

LIdgate (writing in another period of want ra-thighet edukation)
they were a source of "grergrevaunce." We prefer to end this small"
book on the note sounded by Ivan Petrovich Pavlov:

"Learn, compare, collect the facts!"` }

1

`v.
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